HX.Ol
LEXICON OF GREEK PERSONAL NAMES

PROGRESS REPORT for 1977-8

1. (i) Literary Sources (Pagan).
As reported last year, the bulk of
the pre-Byzantine authors has now been slipped, but some gaps have been
stopped during the current year.

Professor A. Diller of Indiana has

delivered the slips for Galen, and has also completed Lucian. His generous
sacrifice of time to our project is much appreciated. In addition Mr.
C. Tuplin completed his work on Plutarch and Xenophon. Mr. J. F. Coalrley
of the University of Lancaster has almost completed his slipping of the

Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of the O.T. There remain a number of fringe
authors, notably the Lexicographers, Photius etc. who need to be scanned,
though much of the material in e.g. Photius will already have been covered.
Mr. P. Pattenden is now engaged in slipping the Byzantine secular writers.

Mr. K. Jenner has begun

(October 1978) the task of editing all the

literary slips prepared by Mrs. Burton in the first two years of the project.
His emploj/ment is in the first place for one year. Any voluntary help either
in slipping or in editing the literary material would be very acceptable.
(ii)

Literary Sources (Christian).

In the last year Miss Crabbe

has covered the correspondence of St. Basil, and the works of Epiphanius,Gregory
of Nysa, Gregory of Nazianzus, and Cyril of Scythopolis, and is now working
on the Acta Sanctorum.

It is hoped that Dr. Norris of TUbingen will

deliver his slips of the Church Historians in the near future.

2. Inscriptions. Very considerable progress has been made this year
both in slipping and computering the mainland—Aegean regions. Dr. Osborne

is now in Princeton completing his slipping and coordination (with
Professor Traill) of the post-Euclidean Attic material and it is hoped that
by next Summer the Attic section will be finished. It is hoped that
Professor McDevitt will shortly deliver the oustanding part of the materiaJL
from. Thessaly, and ivith that the basic material of the mainland will be
complete. Delphi alone remains "as a major undertaking. Approximately

half of this has been slipped by Miss C. King, but the rest will have to

be done from scratch. Slightly further afield the first batch of slips

from Rumania has now been received, (Histria), and the rest of the material
IS due shortly.

The Aegean material has now been largely completed. Miss Sherwin—White
completed the onomastikon of Delos before her resignation at the end of

August, and Professor D. Knoepfler of

Neifchatel spent much of the Long

Vacation in Oxford, on an Academy Exchange scheme, preparing the material

from Euboea. This is now largely complete, except for Karystos, which
Professor Wallace hopes to complete by Christmas. Mr, A. Spawforth
will
prepare the onomastikon of Crete, and the Chairman is
somewhere between a third and a half way through the Rhodian material.

It is intended that the material from Chios should be slipped by Mr. R.
Hannah, a new member of the staff (see below, B), with help provided
by Professor W.G. Forrest.

Asia Minor.

Very considerable progress has been made since last year

on the Coastal regions of Mysia, Ionia and Caria. The task has been
considerably simplified by the appearance of several volumes of Professor
Merkelbach's corpus of Inscriptions of the Greek cities. Working on this

basis. Dr. Jeffery has completed the onomastika of Klazomenai and Erythrai,

and has largely finished Kolophon and Teos (where there is no corpus to help
her). Miss King slipped the relevant volumes of the Inscriptions of
Magnesia and Priene before her work on the epigraphical side stopped, and
her successor. Miss E. Rice of Wolfson College is working up the Dorian
cities from the south, having
. completed Cnidos and Myndos and is
working on lasos.

Thus, though such large items as Ephesos and Miletus

still remain to bo covered, v;ork on the western coastal zone is well
advanced-

Dr. Mitchell

run on

V2.02
2.

who coverGd the cities and villages of the Troad and Mysia for us a

year or two ago, has now offered to continue this work up to the borders
of Bithynia. Most recently of all, Mr. N.S.R. Hornblower has generously
volunteered to take over responsibility for inland Caria, rich in diffxcult
and widely scattered material.

Miss Sherwin-White visited the TAM headquarters in Vienna in July
and has reported.on the material available there. It appears likely that

a great deal of time would be saved if the Committee was able to send a

member of the oaid staff to Vienna for a few months to copy all the
material available there and it is proposed that Miss E. Rice should undertake
this task in October 1979.

The Chairman has also been in contact with the

British Institute in Ankara in connection with their work on a regional

catalogue of inscriptions of the Anatolian Plateau (RECAM), and the
director • has agreed that this material may be made available to us as
completed regionally. For
Brthynia and Lydia Professor F.K.
Dorner and Professor P. Herrmann have agreed to malce available the final

proofs of the fascicules of TAM for which they are responsible.
Iran etc. Hiss Sherwin-White has expressed her willingness to cover
this area as a voluntary contributor.
Syria, Palestine, Eq^-pt, Cyrenaica. Since the last report
volunteer contributors for the first two regions have been found:

Mr.

B. Isaacs of Tel Aviv University has undertaken to slip the Palestinian
material, and Monsieur M. Sartre of Tours that of Syria. The Committee
is extremely indebted to both these scholars for their generous offer
of collaboration in two very difficult fields.

Professor Bingen, who

has undertaken to slip the epigraphical material from Egypt, has delivered
the first batch of material from the Fayyum.

Miss Rejmolds has agreed

to cover Cyrenaica and the western regions.
Maqna Graecia and Sicily. Dr. Michael Crawford has agreed to take
oyer reponsibility for the regions covered by IG xiv, and Professor
Moretti of Rome University has offered to make available for this purpose
the file of names of Sicily and Magna Graecia published in periodicals
etc. since 1890, held in the Institute of Ancient History in the
University of Rome. It is a source of considerable satisfaction to the
Committee that this large and for the most part insufficiently known body
of material should be in such expert hands.

3. Papyri. Dr. Coles resigned from the
place was taken by Dr. D. Jones, who has
on the vast amount of material contained
hoped to reduce the labour on these very
from the Indexes. Dr. Parsons of Christ

project in 1978, and his
been working, since he took over,
in the Michigan papyri. It is
homogeneous texts by working
Church has undertaken to slip

the anonymous literary papyri.

4.

Coins

-

"^he Committee has been greatly

assisted in the numismatic field by the collaboration of Mr. "Philip Kinns

of Gonville & Caius College, Cambridge, who has prepared an onomastikon
of all the pre Roman coinage of Ionia which he has put at our disposal,
and by Mr. Richard Ashton who has provided a full onomastikon of
Dodecanesian coins (including Rhodes), and keeps a watchful eye on
sales catalogues etc. on our behalf.

5. Archaeological Material. Dr. Johnston has now largely completed
his slipping of the archaeological material, and this is now being
absorbed in the main regional files. Miss V. Grace has provided us with
a full list of Rhodian eponyms from stamped amphorae, and these have
been absorbed in the main Rhodian file. She has also provided considerable
help in sorting out other names from amphorae, notably those of Cnidos.
Dr. J. Brashinsky of Leningrad has provided full files of names on the

the Sinopean amphorae and is now preparing the slips of the Heraclean
amphorae. The Committee is extremely grateful to Dr. Brashinsky for
his very active cooperation in making available to us with great
prompitude material that would otherwise be virtually inaccessible.
M. Debidour of Lyon has provided us with a full list of names on
Thasian amphora, which complete our Thasian onomastikon, and
to him too the Committee expresses its warmest thanks.

6.

Computer—Processing.

Operations continue slowly, partly as a result

of the overloading of the Computer in Oxford, and further delays must

be anticipated when the data have to be transferred in the near future
to the new 2980 machine;

when that machine is installed not only will

our existing data have to be prepared for transfer, but our operators
will have to learn the workings of the new machine. It is claimed that
eventually, the 2980 machine will make output faster.

Meanwhile, Mrs. Matthews has completed the computerizing of the
onomastika of Kos and of Western Greece (including the Ionian Islands
Mr. Keefe having completed that of Boeotia, Samos and Thrace is now

working on the Epirus file, and Mr. Hansen has continued work on the
Peloponnesian material. Mr. J.G. Griffith has undertaken further
voluntary card-punching, and has completed the material from the
Dodecanese (except Rhodes), Samothrace and Imbros. The Cyprus onomastikon,
the first to be printed out, has still not been satisfactorily completed
owing to the number of corrections that have proved to be necessary.

It

is hoped that Thessaly (if all to hand), Macedonia and S. Russia will
be the next regions to be processed.

In view of the possible delays

to programming it would be unrealistic to suppose that the next year will
see us much beyond the processing of that material, but, looking further
ahead, it seems natural to follow on with the Aegean islands.

P.M.

October 1978

Fraser

All Souls College,
Oxford
0X1 4Al

Telephone 722251
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Dear I'isB Grace,

'

October

l£>\ .-^

Than2c you verj' much a^ain for taking the tiue to
raeet me and tall^; v;ith me when I was in Athens last month.

It was delightful to meet you at last, and I appreciate
all your help with the I^nidian names. Thank you too for-'k'
my last Greek lunch v/ith yourself and Ilrs. Imnerwahr,
I enjoyed it very much, and it was very kind of you to
talce me, I made the bus to the airport in plenty of tiraej
I have waited this long to v/rite to you because I v;as
delaying until I saw J!r. Iraser and made sure that he re
ceived your explanatory letter. He has done so., ..and we
have discussed several points and made some decisions

which I hope v/ill be to your satisfaction,

I believe that

he is intending to write you about i t in detail soon,

I conveyed your greetings to Jody Maxiiiin, who was
delighted to receive them,

Thanlc you again for helping us,
I hope that I will
have the opportunity to see you again in less rushed cir
cumstances.

lours, \j'ith best wishes.

..STT^
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Athensj July 1» 1978

Dear Peter,

On yeur letter of T'Tay 6, of -shioh I enclose a phttooopy, pour memoire:
In using ray publioations for Knidian prosopographioal purposes, tho boat
of course is EAD 27, our ohaptor, vihioh you don't cite in this letter.

Do you

still have your copy of thia? Least valid by this time is naturally Hesp.1954.
my number, ssa oo-mont already in 8uppl.X, p.175, The BAD chapter by its indices
loads to a gro^t many Knidians,

SGDI 3549 I think vfill do you no good. Apart from the funny namea (I enclose
(3
some correspondence with iiaeBotQ on 2Hx^A!'BS3J), Beohtol could not, on tho basis of

such limited tanowledge of the repertoire and the whole system of stamping (e.g.
what might be on tho other handle of tho amphora), - he could not aort out these
people, and thinks JP0YPAPX02 ia the name of a partner in a firm,
Would it bo betS*r to use Juat a plain list of the names which we could

manage to give you?

4,e, wltxxiaiiiisatixnsxsaxtxi' several lista, of fabricanta,

of eponyma (broken down into those that are phrouratshoi, ato.).
what we did for the Phodian opcjnyirs.

No time to do

Toll people to look in EAD 27, first of all

your own people, who could find rof'erenoes foi» a lot of tho names in there.
Sorry wo could not meat when you were here, was it early iiay.

p uBt-*

3

^
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Ameriofin School of Classical Studios
54 ^wodias Street, Athens 140, Greece
Saptanber 6, 1978

Dear Peter,
for

Thank,your letter of August 29, with enclosure inYOBtigating Knidign nasies

t5A" t u

in BAD 27.
•earns

I look fcnvard to mooting Miss Rice, who sounds vary attractive aiid

to have taken a lot of trouble.

As to ovordocumentation, it wrS you who required us to limit ourselves to

>7

^ single reference for each inflividual, which was impossiblo but at the same time
5/-? ^

' -ne m\Gtod effort trying to do it, and we did get dovna to 2 or 3, from which your

people were wolconte to choose. In the oaaa of the names in BAD 27, I rather

i tw/i question whether it is useful to copy out so ntuoh: could one not^Bay,See SAD 27,
index p.375 (or whatever). This index is thorough and carefully made, anyhow as

4,^Cr
^ 1/!

far as names are concerned, and what you need to know is whether your jfarson is
_T
"

Again, in the index of BAD 27

.
.
,
r
1
_J
_J
included.,/.!
have usually starred
the more useful roferonoes:

see for instance

I 'W'.

under AIO2K0YPIAA2, whore I have starred two which tell the story about this
fi-

fabricant, idiile in the rest mostly there is referencs to the two;

you have to have

•11 present in an index, but why are they necessary to document the name iwt in •

lexicon?
KT

^

(See Miss Bice's entry for this name.)

I observe that where we have

/ homonyms in the volume, oonfusion may arise in Jiiss Rios's version! see APl2TUKAti2
f

in her no. 49, described as "f, of AAMUKx-'ATHi;*'. The date of the son, 4. 0 •*-^12TujSABXJ
is second half of the End century, i.e. a good part of Period V, see B 66.

j)

.1 f'-

ut);e

^oes not identify with the father of this man an API2T0KAHZ ^dio overlaps Periods V-yj
mentioned under B 73, etc.; and so S 73, etc., should not be cited in no.49 of your
list,

best to stick to whet is in my index, full of gaps though it is.

APIZT0KAH2 the father, read the text of E 66, and look up tho rofeoonoos.

On

1 do not

have tino to ohook.tko list as a wholo, but note tho odd orror : no. 80, 4I0NY20KAH2

datos not bsforo 150 B.C. but probably aftor 86 B.C. ^and add a roforonoo t© p,32i

not# 2^^'
%

so, O 2.

-

2

-

•?"v
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Th« footnota just cited brings pretty much up to date the lists of duoviri

and their oontemporary aponyms provided in Ptiyx pp.147-149,

There are even refemoes

there to publicaticmH of these names« right in the concordance,

Why not use thise

concordances to fill out your list of Kaidian duovirl?

V
For iJnidian eponyms, I enclose a copy of a -working list of 22,T7II,69, which

possibly I cmco promised you.

For purposes of distinguishing between people who

though officials may be non-Khidiana, note that by definition those attributed to

IVA are phtourarohoi, with the exception of half a dozen marked also E;

the first of

these is A?Iz,T0riiilIiI2, mai*kod IVAa/fi , the smll a indicating he is near the beginning
of IVA;

the E moans that although of the p.^riod of the phrourarohoi, he is himself

an eponym cantanporary with those called phrourarohoi, i.e. they may all be named
in the same otaiap.

On these people, see E/uJ 27, p, 319, where dSii'I^ANHZ and

22KPATH2 are listed as in the saoM position.

Further exceptim to those marked

IVA being known to bo phrourarohoi: where an P is added to the IVAa, (of. AAMATf>lo2)
with this name
in fact we do not have examples of a type includiug^the
title 5F., but everything ei,.
points to this man fitting into that series. This is a working list.

The list of Knidian oponyms of 22.VII,69 nay bo dooumented in Rayx. where a

name is lacking in BAD 27^reference8 to which are included in the lis^. Fhyx will
provide you also with a number of fabrioants not in EAD 27. Comparing the dalip:

indexes of the two, I find the tfollowing^Jto~^^yx that are not in BAD: lUHIIMiaqft
ANTirONOZ

APTyTTOK^^ I1I21AA2
APlSir

AvJSiAAOZ

aBYtSIAHZ
12 of them)

NIKAN2P

NlSj'iZIBOfAOZ

SABOKtH!

,
APAKODTOIGKHZ
BIPHN1AA2

nTOAEM(
2®AIPISiN
#ANIA2

BPMOfc-MZ

mi 10X02

There are alio seme with readings in Fttyx that are only ijentions in SaD
APIZTAFOFAS and NOYsimilOZ,
And do not include "KIP05ANT02" (Pnvr ipst
.
A.
1.-- ^
tnis type new has a different reading.

a«

's^..

l/

o ^
-

3

-

For extracting datee fram Pn^x, nite that here too the catalogue proceeds
with date headings.

In chronological groupe^and sometimes there is specific context for a type. The

dates are still generally ok for the Rnidian, as hero we are not in the 3rd century

(where changes have beer made). Only in EAD wo see better what happened after 88 B.C.,
and have distinguished some duoviri years running from say 85 to 78 B.C., i.e. for a

time after the return of the Koman officials to Knidos, See EAD, H7, pp.S22-323,

which supersedes Fnyx ijp.146-7, para which begins ^The event which serves to date,etc.®
In catalogue text in EhD 27, where there is a reference to Pnvx for a discuseitaa of

a name, the I'nyx text may be tht, beet and rul^eet diecunsion of that name, which it

did not seem neceesary to repeat in the later publication; of, text under Pnyx. p,

158, under no.l60. on iriHAPXOZ (O) AI0KY2I0Y. You will find the (probable) patronymio
in the eponym list of 22.VII.69j it ought, I think, to have appeared in BAD 27,

Another flaw in SAD 27, against which the reader is warned ibid, pp. 286(bottom) 287, is that known homonyms are not always mentioned, in the digouaeionB of persons

named on handles found in the Maison des Gomediens. For instance, see the disouseicaiB
of the Knidian epOTiym AflAS, SAD 27, under nos 3 81 and S 131, where there is

mention only of the ATIAZ of the duoviri period, whereas as you will see by the

eponym list of VII.69 there was an early phreurarch of this name. This phrourarch

as it happens is known in only one ?ype. of whioh an example is Dumont, p.lS9, „o.3,
disouBsed SAD 27, p. 319, but without identlfioatlon of the phr.j the type is
established by known examples,
,

I enclose en offprint that has been sitting around waiting to be sent to

—'

you-

I askod for 100 and they gave me 8; they had agreed cm the ICO9 but the printers

apparently did not bothor. (Also, having promised us a second proof - to oheok on
lots that had to bo oorrooted In the first - they just printed it with all its si

upon it. Not Bouzek^s fault; printers there are much more powerfnl.) l know y
donH like photocopies, so here is one of 8,
names

It will document for you a few mo]?e

for your Dexlccm. i^at has mattei'sd most to s» In thi compofilng of this arti 1

is that it caused me to confront my own evidence for dates in the 3rd ce t
resulted in the Ath, Mitth, 1974 article.

^

9f

,

f

,

— ^

V-. /

SOOCf
« 4

-

To return to the docuaentation of Imidisaa eponyma, do not forget that we sent
you In April 1975 five pages of such docuniantation, similar to what we did for

the Rhodi)an eponyms, covering names from ArA0O( through EBlSN of the Khidian
eponyra list.

"N

^

•"]
«

'

e...

.

/

Ojj the function of persons nacied in amphora stamps; asite exoavated^;;^ the

in 1977 and 197d

south coast of Thaaos turned out to be a pottery works, and the nature of the stamps

found - a great many - shows that in the Thasian stamps with single names, these
names cannot be those of potters, as I had recently ancumed, of BAD 27, p* 355, (But

1 return to an earlier notion.)

I hope you enjoyed the recent oongrasa, and appl&udad Andrcfnikoa and met

Brashinsky (I have not, of course). Any other Russians? Vinigradov? protege of
my sister Bmily, but peu atmable to m® in his publications*

Si.oj

All Souls College,
Oxford
OXI 4AL Telephone 722251

£2^^

/f7^

^ ^;2 ^
S^ X> ^ ;/
a^ i*/ l^yy-^ ^ /,^
4 h

^1 ^

co-<5/i ^aui^ ^,5^^
^i) ^

y-^/^o/^AjcjAu X./-i^/u^
!^<:^ Ayrwl)^^

/^

/f

2,^ HcuoA^AA ^

x^T^e -6v^w;x

Sf.ox

•'• -

•-

OJc C^ (At-r^ ^y/<rf7t
tL\.

' s .

ArPt^

'^-^nj^Ar-V^'-L/^ -YX/? C^yrp-t/'M^ /w-^r >v>T7^
^ ^s s/ ^ ' (r?^
'

'

y^/ ^ ^

<C7^}T^'/ ]
r

^

-::^?3^ -*»• rvn?9g^

P

'I^lrn4 vx Xwam^
Z'

TV T ^9
^

_

J

^^^-v/vyy^
"Tf-^^vt Qj

^ —c.'-ynrk/^-X-t-KJTYX
O-V

Fiyy —"^•vi'f^y'^xsJZp
-V>-^

o-ij-jTTf^^

'd^ x/^X. a^ y yrp

V1^ o-^^ ^^X}fy^

'U-hh/

77 ' ^'"^^'^(woHvp

•' \pnoy,/ Fr^-^^pa
Fr^
ClPP]/ P
"i-nmP Z-xryP^ ~fp^

7?

-ry ^-fZ^ '^XJ> y

' pjp^ -Yv^^zFP-^'^J-Yrpp
""^zpf^Cyi -yv^
^i'Fyxp^
ISZZZL ^uoifdapx

M

A

f

^vp IXO

P-^OJ^O

'sSsiFD sinos liv
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Asm riftftn School of Cla£rloal Studios

54 Swodiat Stre«t» Athena 140* Greece
June 19, ,1978

Ija&r Peter,

1 have several letters fron you which I have not answered, having had much

else to do this past winter, and finding your letters this time rather dieoour&glng.
The fact the.t apparently you keep no copy of what you have said or askod may save
you trouble, but not your correspondent,

I take now your letter of March 20, under a series of numbers, aS which
possibly you have at least notoa:

1) As to names without references in the list we sent.
6,111.73 you say:

In your letter of

"Unpublished material • • • , Sfe would like to use it, «nd

would devise noiis formula such as

indicating that (as we y;ould explain

in our Introduction) this was an unpublished item frem the Agora files,"
we will have to stick to this.

I think

Vfe don't have time ta find you numbers to go with

those namesj and I fear such an effort would lay the final result open to many
more mistakes; smd often a single item does not by itsolf support a name that is

uno(Knm<»i, but it is drawnj^ from 2 or more mutually complementary incomplete

impressions, some of which don't have inventory numbs-rs but are individually

fixed by rubbings BXLd/oT ph^tps,
Por no, 1,3^ "191" is 0, date but It is not for you. Like the A and B nos

2) For ne.ia, a Benaki handle hai clearly in its second line I I AA f P I ,

I suppose one can call it a slip af the graver. Induced by all those alphas in a

row - he Just omitted the delta. Per no, 52. we have ne seen example of the Ehodlan
eponym Ai-'I2T0KPAIHiS with preposition. It is not aocurato to say that Nilsson has

2, beoauso the seoond ono is restored, and may have been AHCOKPATdX or AjpOKPAlHS,
SatxkaxdnriAlso the one ho oltes from Dumont is Knidian, But N.'s 102,1 remains

a puzzle, wad I would oertainly like to see the handle. If it Is Rhodian, I hot

that the reading is wrong. For our 83, probably it would be better not to list

H, 165b, 4-5 as surely belonging to the earlier AAI-TOKAHJ, since this it not a

f

S^.oiL.
r

-

2-

8sen type, we donH Tcnow whether It is oomplote, or what the handloa look like,
(by l!aria)

Ho doubt these were oited^as not having devices or nonths, so possibly they are
early, whereas the others in N, are not.

not boon publisliod,

Our early handles with this name have

You mention adding roferenoes TJhich v<o have not given you
will be

j under this name, I hope it

clear that they do not come from us. You asked us

1

i to limit the references as closely as possible, in fact you askod for ono per
I

individual.

This has made tho task more difficult.

You waste our time if you

then insert oitationa from sources that are, from the stamp point of view,

uncontrfclledf

you must see this.

For our 101, I have seen only one handle on which

this name is proisabj^ly to bo road {dim)j I did not take notes cn the clay, and
perhaps it is one of those cases of Rhodian shape but not Hh, clay, of, BAD 27,
p, 363, and under E 20,

One of these is Porg,VIII, no, 1165, naming an oponym

r.OAITifZ, our no,176, wliere he ought to liavo boon listed with a o.uerj'-;

in fact

the Fergamon handle has now been tested in the lab in Berlin, and the clay is
Itefimitely not Rhodian,
no, 101;

(Rhodian clay is very charaoteristio.)

note that the genitive form is BYKPATOYZ,

that there were two eponyms BYiPAHSP,

which lists fabrieant types.

Te revert to

Ho, 107, 1 am not suiw now

But no, neither of them would be N, 211,

Ho. H2, you are right, the citation of p,530

should have bean omitted, enough to cay fdd - or jdst "liilsEon"# as it is in

its alphabetiaal order.

No. 1^, if there was a second KABATOPAZ, na';ied with

a month, certainly hA is not to be dated in Period 1, when months were not named,

(l do not believe in this second KA,, but do not soo how else to restore a certain

stamp in the Banaki collection,) "Pest 138": I think the name KAEYJTPATOZ Should be
omitted{ we know it snly fr«B these twe restored stamps in N, -i Ne, 164,

abbreviAted form, which must be either

this

or SSHO^AHTOZ, Ho, 200 and no,171{

in BAD 27, under E 12, Xde state that riAYZANIAS 0 TEAE22N02 Is a, 1st, I suppose

ene could speculate whether this ms not another nearly oentemporary epmym
deliberately distinguished by the pc.tronyrdcj somehow tha makeup of the Soleil

deposit (summrised under B 12) suggests there is only the one at this period.

'

s ir

s^o3
;a--

•

.

-

Under 2W, EAI.> 27, B 12,

O)

the photocopy vjaG mde.

^

beth 200 and IJW.

3

-

cited on nqr copy of the list, perhaps an addition after

I agree with you that this reference should aepear for

(You say "you" give this or that ref/erenoej but you do

+5

know that tho list ms asiJttmblad by llaria, and that I have not checked it.)

o
•p

c-v

Uith regard to 200, I would like to think that the eponym TSAli'SSM mB the T.^u^r^JLi Xc

r-j

who,was the father of II. Istj according to my chronology thoro could be about

a

M

35 years bstvjaen then,v;hlch is raacenablej

ra

.

S®

but one doosn't really know, of couree,

have

I see

omitted 96, and let me add to the variations in the spelling of this

•» <d

g

the genitives S2TI0Y and ISTEIOY.

•H 2
jCJ

3p

Thank you for sending ma your new book.

I saw why you had asked me just

when Luoas died (and I gave you too long an answer),
o

w

I did not irnmediately

e

^

^ -g

reoognlzo the Ca11 iiMiohai.knowing it better in Snglish and being held up by the

P

loeohe.

3
O

2 ^

.5 g

korgivo no if ® find tho refoi'ence to my labors (in the preface) more

dreary than inforrnativo, and suggest that if another occasion anises, you just

rH

^ u
o

refer the reader to BAD 27, espooially pp. 289-317, to be corrected for Srd century

a

chronoligy according to Ath.Mitth. ^974, pp.133-200,
^

Indices in the SAD text lead

a

SM
J3

ff i"
"'a

^

bating of many names, not only, of course, Khodian.

j

For instance your note

(pp.150-151) needs a reforenoe to BAD 27, p.313, text on E 34 (and could well
^
individual
° without all the^ rofoaoncati to Heaporia 1953, to a list in alphabetical order) j h

the bearing of the stamps on this inscription or pair of inscriptions has been
terra

®
e
O B

^«

e
•
Vl Ti

g
I
^g
tkO

U

py

m

m

•H P

"'

a.

P
S

text, and dates have been supplied;' tioci: of Arohlnos fell

In n.out th« third qunrtsr of the 2nd onntury, thosn of th« other t»o toward 100
B.C. I an apaaking of eouraa of the epeny™ whole nnmee appear on tho rtanpe.
Y<« don't have t. aoo.pt the. th. -raal" epenyna. If the date. d. not look right
to you. Onoe ..ore to look a Eift hore. In th. nooth. your hook lllu.trat.. hew

It 1. a ..aetak. to add to what w. ,l„ y«..
you find your.olf (e.e abe«
«. rafar^i... for .p„y«|), mthe tent In net. 2M, y.u h»we put in a. if fr« «
Hlpponifc... a na« whloh doe. not «.our in Ehodian .t„p,. h„t had baan ra.torad

in an aarly publloaticn; tha nana Uaotually APIZTONSIkoi (and the dentoo a oemuoopU

/
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LEXICON OF GREEK PERSONAL NAMES
(under the auspices of the British Academy)
Co^dinata

Chairman :

P. M. Fraser, Esq., M.A., M.C., F.B.A.

Dr. J>K^avies, M.A., D.Phil.

All Souls College
Oxford OXl 4AL

OrieJ/CoHege
^ VlLl

Oxford GJOsiEW

WO.

-wes F" P

Tl ^ \ f

II .-KTr 7-^

ViT^/KicK.,

\f

'Kr\/\f- cAcs

ot,
CV^uCe .

^$rwy\y iJ^.Jjur^~ljLyv\.
cl y'AwJ

eZ-txA) ^^.slJul rOiy^ «r>v-v^
C-^ / CrrvoAi

•

^

(fldhj. iA<_f 'Jw.t^'jvoiA.^-tw
J/0/^ C-, 'dp ' /••€.

2£-/iAc£MC-e

C-tCfLe tjr,

A^.'Krtvr^ rf

^

J'^'w. ^>-0i, Aryvu(f3

t/kcLi
'A J!^

/Pj^yp ^

6ij>-o 2<_a
f/X /Aip c,
__

^/SA/i^ (f^J A-'vr?^

-h-^6^) Jh^ tP IjLtayP ^ ^ ^ /^jn^

^

^

/PAc^yi Xa 2a^<!x»c_^ /^l A ,

Dy^. 'Uo ,^

/^OyDi 2,'^^" A / r » / /Ifir/u^Aj
A/f r7o^ ^ritj .
AcotyTfOi ;^^Jcdi7co^' Xfs P^-^.-QApos
;^/<n>A,Z05 ;
3^^; AujUa^l

0

A.I.

hs.

rvLA

rir/o,aU^
)

9^, tnc^^

^

/^ ^^

fl.

is . 4«J^ AtC£t-U.A2s

/o^-a^yJeAl

i ute^AeA ^e^ox/- .'T^ {^Aj,Pc/ye_^ f(^

Sup AJcAle^ A ^~

. k /pa c^ cdLPi^u..^
Joej^a.XG.^
TyC^v-cc, '

^

'

^

ViP^ ^

/^

K a., -»

TPjpp

t.-. A

'• ^

/3. v/4<l ^

A^ixtrKf^T^ {9yai.s; g24. C-i^A X!'*• '

Tr_,r iJf.
^

S.
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^^

^
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-0

Ax
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^•
a
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/ €Wk-

')

^07.
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I ir"r%.I

7* /f /Tvx A^. -2.")
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I
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All Souls College,
Oxford
OXI 4AL
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Ath'na, January 25, 1978

0
Dear Patar,

iVith regard to the Rhodian eponjrmB, it will be better for you to
dieregard the letters added to the Period figures in our list.

For the Periods, perhaps beet to say:
I. end of 4th to ca. 240 B.C.
II.

Ga. 240 to late 3rd

III.

Late 3rd to oa. 175

The end of II is already set at about 210 B.C. in BAD 27, p.291.

If

we decide to start III when there are 5 examples of an eponym's name at

Pergamon instead of 1, we may fall as late as 202,
to make the large break that you propose.
A

It seems a foolish place

Try instead;

3rd century B.C.

B First half of 2nd century B.C.
I am not willing to attempt preoise dates eny more unless and until I
A'

can lay out all the names for all to see. There are of course already
preoise dates for some eponyms.

!D think we could get you a list with references, such as there are, for

the Koan names with relative ease,

i am not quite olear how you now propose

to use them. At the beginning of 1973 you sent me some samples of your
method, references for the names APAKSN and 3PM0PBNH2.

For these at that

time you were listing e.g. under Cnidus names of fabricants on Knidian

handles.

Is that still your method? Or are you now planning to pour all

Gon-ep<Kiym names on stamps in one general "other"? i.e. without geographical
sorting?

I don't seem to have the BHUA article of MM. Christmas day. Does he

actually illustrate any pottery, r.f, or otherwise? Or quote expert opinion

of somebody who has seen it? I enclose an invitation to a lecture I attended.
He showed no pictures of pottery, and I think menticmed none.

^(a
-

2

-
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1 got to that locturo an hour early, and was luoky that Bomebody had saved
seatB for ue.

By 6:20 there i*ere no seatB. People atdiod in the aisle

boEide U8, so we could not see the speaker, but I had a good viww of the

«lidea, which were oert-ainly dazzling. All through the lecture people were
hammering on the outside door, which had been closed when there was no more
roomj one kept hearing cries. Got away from the windows I

AFrenchman who teaohos in the U. of Cairo has brought me his thesis

on 900-odd stamped handles from Krokodeilopolii, bought by him I suppose from

the contractors who are flattening the site to build on top of it a university/
Interesting antiquities that they find are disposed of tb the dealers, but
stamped handles (now ®r, B. is not there to take them) are ground into fodder

for beton. At the site there is no archaeological tepresentation. My French
friend has got about 1500 handles altogether; he pays at 5 piasters. I
asked how long this had been going on, and ho said a year or two, I am not
sure. Has nobody reported what is going oh? Anybody who did, would be
persona non grata, and oould no longer work in Egypt. So please do not

identify this man in print. Ho told mo,,by the way, that Riad is now
Director of Antiquities in Yemen.

T »
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Did you know that?
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Ath:»n8, January 25, 1978
Cear Pater,

»Vith regard to the ii.hodian eponyias, it will be better for you to

yXj disregard the letters added to the Period figures in our list.
0 ^ t h e Periods, perhaps best to say:
I. end of 4th to ca. 240 B.C.

{?''

II.

Ca. 240 to late 3rd

III.

Late 3rd to oa. 175

r.

«nd of II is already set at about 210 B.C. in iiAD 27, p,291.

If

•we decide to start 111 when there are 5 examples of an eponyra*s name at

Pergamon instead of 1, we may fall as late as 202. It seens a foolish place
to make the large break that you propose.

iXw »

Try instead:

A

3rd century B.C.

B

First half of 2nd century B.C.
,

I am not willing to attempt precise dates eny more unless and until i

can lay out all the names for all to see. There are of course already
V>

precise dates for some eponyras.

3) think we could get you a list with xwforencea, such as there are, for

the Koan names with relative ease.

1 am not quite clear how you now propose

to use them. At the beginning of 1973 you sent me some samples of your
method, references for the names APAKai and aP!10i'ENH2.

For these at that

time you were listing e.g. under Cnidus names of fabrioants on Knidian

handles. Is that still your method? Or are you now planning to pour all

non-eponym names on stamps In one general "other"? i.e. without gaographloal
• ortlng ?

I don't seam to have the BHMA article of ftSi Christmas day. Does he

actually illustrate any pottery, r.f. or otherwise? Or quote expert opinion

of .OMbody who ho. ...n It! I .nolo.. «„ Inrttatloo to . l.otoro I .tt«,dod.
He showed no pictures of pottery, and I think mentioned none.

-
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I got to that looture an hour early, and was luoky that somebody had saved
seats for ua.

By 6;20 there wore no seats.

People stood in the aisle

beside us, ao wo could not seo the speaker, but i had a good viw of the

slidoc, which were certainly dazaling. All through the lecture people were
hammering on the outside door, which had been closed when there was no more
roomj

one kept hearing cries. Get away from the windowsi

A Fx^nohman who teaches in the U. of Gairo has brought tne his thesis

on 9CX}-odd stamped handles from Krokodoilopolis, bought by him I suppose from

the contractors who are flattening the site to build on top of it a university/
Interesting antiquities that they find are disposed of th the dealers, but

stamped handles (now -'T. B, is not there to take them) are ground into fodder

for betMi. At the site there is no arohaeologioal tepresentation. My French
friend has got about 1500 handles altogether; he pays at 5 piasters. I
asked how long this had been going on, and he said a year or two, I am not
sure. Has nobody reported what is going on? Anybody who did, would be
persona non grata, and could no longer work in Bgypt. So please do not
identify this man in print.

He told me,,by the way, that Riad is now

Director of Antiquities in Yemen.
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Did you know that?
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^..u^i.ijci^xuriaie per xo studio dei papiri ercolanesi, Naples):
the Epicurean writers, including Philodemus and the
Herculaneum papp. (completed; on file).
(iii)
(iv)

Dr. T. Bryce (University of Queensland): epichoric
inscriptions of Lycia (completed; on file).

Professor A. Diller (Indiana University):
on file);

Strabo (completed,

Galen.

(v)

Dr. Emilia Dorutiu-BoilS (Institutul de Arheologie, Bucharest);
Inscriptions of Rumania (completed).

(vi)

Professor T. HSgg (Uppsala University):
(completed;

(vii)

(viii)

Greek novelists

on file).

Dr. L. Jagust (University of Belgrade):
Jugoslav Macedonia (completed;

Inscriptions of

on file).

D. Jordan (American School of Classical Studies, Athens):
Athenian curse—tablets.

(ix)

Mrs. T. hinders (Stockholm University):
inventories (completed;

on file).
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LEXICON OF GREEK PERSOM^tf. NAMES

(Under the auspices of the British Acaxdemy)

The attached account of the organization and work of the

Lexicon to date, summarized from the Annual Report submitted to the

British Academy, is circulated to all staff, collaborators, finamciail

supporters and other well-wishers as an indication of the state of the

project at what is approximately the half-way point in the collection of
the material.

A.

Committee of Management:

Professor A, Andrewes;

Mr. P.W.H. Brown

(Deputy Secretary, British Academy); The Very Revd. Dr. H. Chadwick;
Dr. J.K. Davies; Sir Kenneth Dover; Mr. P.M. Eraser (Chairman);
Mr. J.G. Griffith;
Mr. R. Meiggs;

Dr. L.H. Jeffery;

Mr. M.J. Osborne;

Research Staff:

Professor P.H.J. Lloyd-Jones;

Professor E.G. Turner.

Dr. S.M. Sherwin-White, Senior Research Assistant

(inscriptions); Dr. R.A. Coles (Papyri); Dr. A. Crabbe (Christian
sources); Dr. S.A, Jameson (inscriptions); Dr. A.T. Johnston (archaeological
material); Dr. C. King (inscriptions and coins); Mrs. E. Matthevv's (pagan
literary sources;

computer-operating);

Dr. J. Rea (Papyri);

Mr. C.

Tuplin (pagan literary sources).
Computer Operators:

Mr. J. Keefe;

Computer programmer and operator:

Mr. T. Ashplant;

Mrs. E. Matthews; Mr. J.G. Griffith (voluntary help).

The

programme is organized by Mrs. S.M. Hockey of the Oxford Computer

Laboratory, to whom the Committee is greatly indebted for tal<ing the project
under her wing .
External . Collaborators:

(i)
fii)

Dr. R.H.J. Ashton: Coins of the Dodecanese.
Dr. Francesca Auricchio (of Professor Gigante's Centro
Internazionale per lo studio dei papiri ercolanesx, Naples),
the Epicurean writers, including Phnodemus and the
Herculaneum papp. (completed; on file).

(iii)

Dr. T. Bryce (University of Queensland): epichoric

(iv)

Professor A. Diller (Indiana University): Strabo (completed;

inscriptions of Lycia (completed; on file).
on file);

Galen.

(v)

Dr. Emilia Dorutiu-Boil^ (Institutul de Arheologie, Bucharest);

(vi)

Professor T. H'Jgg (Uppsala University): Greek novelists

(vii)

Dr. L. Jagust (University of Belgrade): Inscriptions of

(viii)
(ix)

Inscriptions of Rumania (completed).

(completed;

^

on file).

Jugoslav Macedonia (completed;

on file).

D. Jordan (American School of Classical Studies, Athens):

Athenian curse-tablets.

Mrs. T. binders (Stockholm University):
inventories (completed;

on file).

Attic Treasury

-

(X)
(xi)
(xii)

2

-

Professor A. McDevitt (Monash University):

Inscriptions of

Thessaly (largely completed and on file).
Dr. F. Norris (Institut fUr Erforschung des Urchristentnms,
Tilbingen): Church Historians (promised for 1978).
early Byzantine

Mr. P. Pattenden (Peterhouse, Cambridge):
chronicles and other texts.

(xiii)
(xiv)

(xv)

(xvi)

Dr.

S. F^riuli (University of Rome): Greek naipes in Latin
inscriptions of northern and central Italy (partly completed).

Miss J.M. Reynolds (Neiv/nham College, Cambridge): Inscriptions
of Cyrenaica and North Africa; also Aphrodisias, Caria.
Dr. I. Sauiiders (University of Sheffield):
Crete (proznised for 1978),

Inscriptions of

Dr. H. Solin (Director, Finnish Institute in Rome): Greek
names from Pompeii (completed; on file), and Rome (about

to be published in book-form, and available to the Lexicon),
(xvii)

Professor J. Traill (Toronto University): Attic bouleutic
and prytanic lists (completed; on file).

In addition, the following have provided, or agreed to provide, onomastika
from their own files:

The late Professor J.M. Cormack (University of Aberdeen)

Macedonia (received); Monsieur M. Debidour (ficole franc. d'Athenes), names
from Thasian amphorae; Miss V. Grace (American School of Classical Studies,
Athens), names on amphorae (first list, Rhodian eponyms, received);
Professor F.VJ„ Householder (Indiana University), Delos (partial; received); Dr,

D. Knoepfler (Ncuch|tel) , Eretria; Dr. D.M. Lewis (Christ Church),

onomasticon of IG,i ; Professor T.B. Mitford (University of St. Andrews),
Cyprus (received); Professor R.S. Stroud (Berkeley), Corinth (received);
I Professor M.B, Wallace (University of Toronto), Karystos.

B.

Progress Report

(i)

Literary Sources (pagan).
The bulk of the pre—Byzantine pagan writers has now been

slipped, and only a few name-productive authors remain.

Of these perhaps

Lucian and Galen are the most important, and Professor Diller has

undertaken the task of slipping Galen.

The other outstanding medical

(Aetius, Oribasius, Paul of Aegina, Rufus and Soranus) and scientific

(Pappus, Ptolemy) writers, and also the gramznarians, i\rill have few
names other than their oi,m;

on Aristotle, tmd Plato,

and the same is true of the commentators

There remain to be covered the N.T., the

Apocrypha and Pseudepiqrapha of the O.T., and Philo.

Of later sources

referring to the pre-Byzantine period, the Suda, Photius and "fhe
Lexicographers will have to be slipped, but many of the names transmitted
by them vaLl have been slipped in earlier sources.

Of Byzantine secular xvriters before the 7th Cent., Procopius
(partly slipped), Theophylact, Malalas and Chron. Pasch., along with
Moschos and Sophronios, remain to be done, and Mr. P. Pattenden has
undertaken to do most of these for us.

Theophanes, though of later

date the earliest source for much of the first half of the seventh Cent.,
will also be slipped.

J.5
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(ii)
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Literary Sources (Christian).
Among the principal sources slipped to date are:

the

Acta Apostolorum Apocrypha; Apocal\/p5es ApocrtT^hae; Atiianasius Alex.;
Johannes Chrysostomus; Clem. Alex.; The Councils (see below); Cyril.

Alex. (epp.); Euseb. Caes. (Hist, eccl.) Johan. Antioch.; Justin Martyr; Isid.Pel.;j
Martyrum Acta (part);
Synes. (epp.);

Origen;

Palladius Men.;

Test. XII Patriarch.;

and all those letters and edicts etc. associated with the

Councils and included in ACO. Miss Crabbe has within the last year virtually
finished her onomasticon of the Ecumenical Councils, and with this behind us,

it has been possible to consider how we can best achieve a representative coverage
of the remaining pre-Islamic Christian writers.

It seems a practical solution to concentrate now on the remaining

narrative and epistolary sources, all rich in names, and to leave wholly out
of account exegetical, homiletic and liturgical literature (except, of
course, the names of the authors themselves).

With this restriction in mind

the following seem of outstanding importance:
The Church Historians from Socrates to Evagrius, most of ivhich

Dr. Morris of Tttbingen has undertalcen to slip for us;

the various Vitae

Sanctorum and Acta Martyrum (partly slipped), and the remaining Lives of the
Desert Fathers (Apophthegmata Patrmn etc.).

Among individual authors still

requiring attention are Epiphanius and the correspondence of Basil.

We believe that by selecting these specific texts and groups of

texts for slipping, and omitting, or passing lightly over, the categories
described above, we shall save much unrewarding text—scanning, and yet

provide a very full coverage of names in Christian use.

Christian inscriptions

and papyri are of course covered in their respective fields.
(iii) Inscriptions
Mainland Greece and Balkan Region, 5. Russia.

The material

froni; most of this region has been fully slipped: the Greek mainland,
Jugoslav Macedonia, Bulgaria, and S. Russia are all completed. In the last
year work on Delphi (Miss King) has continued, and it is estimated that

well over half of the material has been slipped (about 1500 inscriptions

slipped, about 1000 remaining, with an averdge of 20-30 names per
inscription), and the Thessalian material has been received from Professor
McDevitt.

Most important of all, a good start has been made on the Attic

material.

For the Archaic and Classic periods Dr. D.M. Lewis

has generously deposited with us his own onomastic slips of IG, i^;
Mr. Osborne has completed the post-Euclidean decrees (_IG ii^, 1-1369+
subsequent material); Mrs. binders the Tabulae Maqistratuum (IG, ii^,
1370-1552);

Professor J. Traill has provided us with revised indexes
O

of his Corpus of Prytanic and Bouleutic lists (IG, ii , 1696-2489 less
1960-2291 + new material);

and Dr. L.H. Jeffery of our Committee has
2

pavrtly completed tlie mass of dedications (IG, li , 2789-5219;

2789-3572,

5s
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4319-5219 completed).
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Outstanding inscriptions are the Navy-Lists

2

(_rc, ii , 1604-1632), which Professor J.K, Davies has undertal<Gn to
2

slip for us;

the ephebic lists (IG, ii , 1960-2291 + new material and
. .2

tombstones (IG, ii , 5520-13247);

these last two groups Mr. Osborne

has agreed to undertake himself.

The Aegean region is now virtually complete except for two

meiin collection, Delos and Riiodes (Crete has been accepted by Dr. I.
Saunders, of Sheffield University, and we hope to receive it by the end

of 1978;

and it is hoped that Professor Forrest will be able to supply

a basic concordance for the inscriptions of Chios).

Miss Sherwin-Wlrite

is now working through the Dalian material, all published in _IG, xi, 2-4
and Inscr. Delos, and she should complete this by Summer 1978.

dispersed Rhodian material (the

The very

volume, dating from 1895, contains

900 inscriptions, out of a present total of 4000 in periodicals etc.)
will be slipped by Mr. Eraser.

The other Dodecanesian islands have

been completed (Cos Calyrona and Astyplaaea by Miss Sherwin-WIiite, '
the rest by Mr. Eraser), and these have also now been largely

computerized by Mrs. Matthews and Mr. J.G. Griffith (to whom , the Committee

is most indebted for a generous sacrifice of time and expense of effort
on this task daring the Long Vacation).

Asia Minor.

Regions completed:

N.W. Asia Minor (Bithynia,

Propontis, Tread, including the cities of Pergamon, Kyzilcos, Apollonia-on4Rhyndakos, Alexandria Troas, Ilion, Abydos, Parion, Apamea Myrlea, (Cius),
slipped by Dr. Stephen Mitchell before he left us last year;

and

Pamphylia and Pisidia (part), slipped by Dr. Jameson, since she book
over from Dr. Mitchell;

and Cilicia;

from Lycia.

Dr. Jameson will follow on with Lycia

Dr. Bryce has already supplied the epichoric material

The main areas of the West Coast remain as a major

undertaking, and Miss Sherwin-White will mal<e a preliiainary survey of
these when she has finished with Delos.

The task will be less formidable

than it appeared at the outset as a result of Professor Merkelbach's

corpora of a number of cities, of which Erythrae and Klazomenai, Ilion
and Assos, have already appeared, and that of Ephesos is announced

for the future.

Eor Caria Miss Reynolds has offered to produce an

onomastikon of Aphrodisias, aid the southern, Rhodian, region will
be covered by Mr. Eraser.

Outside Asia Minor the main areas remaining are:

Syria

and Palestine, the former a straightforward take since a modern, indexed
corpus exists, the latter less so;

has expressed an interest;

Egypt, in which Professor Bingen

Cyrenaica and further ivest for which

Mfss Reynolds has undertaken to adapt her existing indexes to our

requirements;

and Sicily and Magna Graecia, for which expert assistance

hsvs not yet been found;

since the Corpus volume of that area dates

from 1890, a concordance will be the first requirement.

5

(iv)

Papyri.

-

Dr. Coles reports that approximately one

half of the total materiavl (including ostraca) has been slipped.
Outstanding collections are:

BCU i-ix; PCairo Zen.;

PLond.;

Literary papyri (Christian and Pagan)

PMich;

P5I;

Ffeb.

PCairo Masp.;

are slipped ^^;ith the authors concerned, and otherwise will be covered
2

from the list of anonyma in Pack .

Dr. Francesca Auricchio has completed the slipping of the
Herculaneun papyr i (Philodemus, etc.).

(v) Coins. V\Iork on this is suspended for the present, since
Dr. King, who took Dr. Nash's place in this, has-been working full time
on the inscriptions of Delphi. Dr. Nash completed the compilation of
the numismatic material from the Peloponese, and central Greece

•

(excluding Athens). She also visited the Bibliotheque Nationale,
and studied the unpublished coin-collection there, i\7hich enabled her to
add considerably to the name-index of MUnsterberg for this region.
Mr. Ashton has provided us with a complete coin-onomastikon of the
Dodecainese, which also includes much new material,

(vi)

Archaeological Material.

Dr. Johnston continued

during the last year v\;orking through various types of archaeological
material.

He estimates that he has now completed 75% of the vases

(excluding domestic amphorae:

material;

90% of glass;

see below);

90% of the other terracotta

60% of metal of all sorts;

70^ of the moscxxcs and painting;

8C% of gems;

s

probably approximately 2CiJo of wood

(with a large number of mummy-labels outstanding).

He adds 'I imagine

the largest lacunae lie in the Near East and Egypt'.

Amphora-handles.

Miss V. Grace has recently sent us a list of

the names of the Rhodian eponyms named on amphora-stamps, and has

arranged for Monsietr Debidour to provide us with a list of names on
Thasian handles.

The Committee very much hopes that Miss Grace will be

able also to furnish lists of the fabricants' names on Rhodian and

other smaller groups.

It is hoped to re—establish contact with Dr.

Brashinsky of Leningrad, who at an earlier date expressed his

ivillingness to provide the Lexicon with an onomastikon of the large
'Black Sea' group of amphorae.
(vii)

Editorial Work.

This falls into two phases:

(a), undertaken by Miss

Sherwin-VJhite and Mr. Eraser, consists mainly of sorting into their

place of origin individuals from all sources who have been slipped

alphabetically, and who will sooner or later find their place in
their true alphabetic sequence of their place of origin: e.g. Athenians
found in inscriptions outside Athens, Rhodians found in inscriptions
outside Rhodes etc.

These are fed into the regional files,

complete, and 'open' files are kept for individuals of regions not yet
epigraphically covered, (b), carried out by Mr. Ashplant, the editing
of the finished slips in their regional arrangement before they are

5^
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processed in the computer, to accommodate them to the programme-

-requirements;

and also the proof-reading for errors of all sorts

at print-out stage.

Both (a) and (b) are very time-consuming operations,

and in the case of Mr. Ashplant reduce very much the time spent in
punching.

(viii) Computer Processing

The following material has been processed to date

and stored on magnetic tape:

Cos, Cyprus, Dodecanese (less Rhodes),

Peloponnese (part), Boeotia (part).

In addition to the processing of

this material, which represents only a very small proportion of the
material slipped and sorted, Mrs. Hockey and one of her research students,
did a considerable amount of work preparing matrixes for the four Greek
and Roman founts needed for the Lexicon.

The heavy Greek fount is noiv

ready (subject to minor corrections), and trial print-outs have been
prepared.

The ordinary Roman fount is also ready.

the Person Greek fount;

Work has begun on

the Italic Roman fount will be prepared later.

The slowness in computer-processing as compared with slipping
can be gauged by the fact that the material still being processed largely
consists of the very first regions slipped 3-4 years ago.

It is true

that much time has been spent in ironing out troubles that arose in the

early days of the processing, when the programme had not reached the fully

responsive level that it now has, but nevertheless ws cannot expect to
reduce "the gap between the two phases of the operation without expansion
of card-pu\rching.

The Committee therefore gives the highest priority to increased
computer-output, and regards i t as essential that at least one more

operator should be employed as from next year, bringing the total to four;

the employment of more than four operators would create editorial problems.
On present estimate three-quarters of Mr. Ashplant's time is devoted

to computer editorial matters arising largely out of the cards punched
by the other operators and he is of the opinion that the supervision

of two more operators (bringing the total to four) would probably occupy
all the time he spends on the Lexicon.

Beyond this, therefore, it would

be necessary to employ a further editor, or the editorial back-log would
grow at the expense of the punching back-log.
Forecast

In spite of this central problem in computerizing,'' there
seems no doubt that the variety of information that the stored material

can ultimately yield is so valuable that no alternative method of

publication Ccui stand comparison vvith it.

Moreover, since the Lexicon

is able to use all the facilities of the Oxford Computer Laboratory free
of charge (and incident^\lly forms one of the major projects being
computerized there), and the range of service offered by the Laboratory

>

V

-

7

-

is now so extensive as to include ultimate microfiche publication (if
that is desired), at a very low cost,

there is no doubt that the

system is the best for the pioject. It means, of course, that we must
anticipate a delay, probably of a few years, between completion of
slipping and the day of publication. In compensation for this, during
the intermediate period, and indeed at any time during the operation,
each sectioji of the Lexicon, once stored on tape, will be available
for use in Greek (Porson—style fount) print-outs, as completed;
potentialI,y, ttierefore, for ex^miple, we should be able to produce next
year, on demand, completely processed onomastica of the Peloponnese,

Boeotia, Cyprus, the Dodecanese (less Rhodes).
Those interested in consulting the Lexicon files in Oxford

are welcome to do so, but it must be pointed out that all the material

that has not already been computer-processed, is in a continual process
of editorial sorting etc., and it is not possible at present to produce

full documentation on a given name without considerable expenditure of
time.

It is therefore requested that interested scholars confine their

enquiries to as specific points as possible.

In this context it need

perhaps hardly be said that all offers of collaboration in any field

will be gratefully received;

they should be addressed to P.M. Fraser,

All Souls College, Oxford.

B1blx OQrsiphy

(a)

A summary of work by J.K. Davies in L'Onomastique Latine (Colloques

internationams: du CNRS, no. 564, 1977), pp. 465 fx.

(b)

A more general estimate of the project by P.M. Fraser in Tribute to

an Antiquary (Essays presented to Marc Fitch 1976), pp. 73ff.
October 1977.

P.M.F.
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Bibliography given in abbreviated fonas and not included in Deloa volume
(cf.
27, pp. 287-8)

ArBasaaia am Bymphaio«, F»K.D6mer-Th, Goell, Ars^eia am Nymphaios (1963)

Bybloe II,M«Dunand, Fouilles de Bybloe 11,1933-38 (Paris 1954)
SAD 27, Exploration Aroheologique de Dolos, faBc.^yil, L'ilot de \a Mais on dee
f>

ComedienB(l97d), Chap. XIV? Lea Tiabree aaphoriquee Greoa, by V.R.Grace and

ll.SBVvatianou-Petropoula1cou(in SngliBh)^pp.277-382
.1

'y

Grace 1974, V.R.Grace.Revisions in Sarly Helleniatio Chronology, Ath. Mit. 1974pp,
193-200.

'

Holiterda 1936, J.H.Holwerda, Het Laat-Grjekaohe en Romeins ohe Gebruikaaarde'werk

uit twt MiddeHandsohe-Zee-Gebied in het Rijamuaeua van oudhebente
Leiden ,1936

Kyme, Anatolian Collection of Charles University,[Kyme l], Praha 1974, ed.J.Bouzek
B.Levi, Olbia, B. Gaiftdukevita^ Olbia, Teraenos and Agora,Lenigrad 1964."Aceramie
Complex of III -II cent, B.C. from the Sxcavatione of the Qlbia

AgoraS (In Ruesiai^ -

liano 1965, A. Uano ^"Timbrea# amphiriquea trouvea en Albanie" Bulbtin e UnivorsitetaL
Shteteror te' Tiranes Seria Shkenoat Shoqerore XVII, 1965,2,p,86f'
r :
t'

Miroev, M.Mird'ev, Amphorae Stamps of the i&eeua in Varna, Sofia 1958(-bui^r4ahy
Neoropolie of Tanala, D.B.Shelov, Neorop^ie

Tanaie(excavations 1955-1958)

Material and inveatigationi in Archaeology, USSR no.98(1961)
Pergamon XI, V.K.Grace, Die geatempelten Amphorenhenkel aus atratigraphiaoh geaiohe-

rten FunBuaanoMnhangen, in Mterti!it»er von Pergamon. Band XI,pp,175-8
Salawla III, Y. Calvet, Salaraine de Chypre III, ^•^.Tl'?^.r»s_amphoriquea( 1965-1970)
rtiria 1970

iiovembar 12, 1977
Dear Peter,

Above are some abort titles used in the Rhodian eponyia liat, and not present

in ^he biblio- raphy BAD 27, pp.287-8.

For publication they will of course need

a careful oheok (which 1 have not made),

lU no^ ?2nS

ilut they should neke it oospible for

ado. This is the page I

•Vc • •

••iTr.V;

..••if' .

Athens, October 5, 1977

Dear Peter,

You are supposed to have had a little list of short titles with that

list of Khodian eponyms, but it is quite possible that l&ria gave it to me to
check and never got fct back. It was her idea to include it. The basic thing it

said was certainly to look at the bibliography pp. 287-8 in EAD 27• there oertainiy
you will find the full title of Grace 1963.

For the Thasian names, I don't know what you mean by "normally possible", Alq
I need is time.

For the two names with Eril, see for instance my Thasian artiol©

AJA L 1946, fig.l, nos. 7 and 13, naming respectively MBfSaJ and ZATYPOZ; with the

preposition. The rest works out from these. 8ee EaD 27, pp. 354-357. You wii 3
see there Ip.355) that probably the names in the Thasian stamps after about 340

B.C. are all those of fabricants. I think lA.Bebidour'a list distinguishes betweo^
thenearlier and the later names.

Miss Koehler's dissertation is perhaps not finished yet.

I was already ijj

America before she left here in August to take up a teaching post. I had been

helping her with the dissertationj b4t I did not have time to finish, and Perhapg
she did not either. Her address:

(until next June) : Dep't of Classics, The

University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee, 37916.

We had been hoping that

she might carry on with my work, but she has to have a properly paid job, and
anyhow she wants to teach*

it my work out, with the proper combinations.

She

does not have many names in the Corint/dan stamps, it is mostly those baffling

monograms. Perhaps it would help her to resolve some of them if you were to send

her a print-out of your Corinthian names. Beoause I still think that the odds ©re

that a fabrieant's name will be local. I.e. that most fabricants of Thasian amphom
were Thasians, and it would be a pity not to assemble them by their place.

We'll have to go into the matter of your 250 pounds; I'll talk with H©nry
Imnenwihr. The work is expensive in time, and salaries have gone up (Maria's,
no^ mine)

(oS.o(

All Souls College,
Oxford
oxI 4AL
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Athaiia, July 30, 1977

Dear Petar,

T<!» Debidour is now in Thc.Ros.

Sefora he left, wo -made progress

going over his list, i»e, in going over it together and making revlaiona,
and I have now looked through it to the end, making further annotations

on my copy.

He is to call hero on August 30, and annotate his copy from mine,

and send you his revised edition no doubt soon after that, porhaps from

France, where ho goes to take up a position in a lyo^e, wo hope for not more
than a year or so, after which there seems to be good hope for getting into

a university, and having more time for reaearc^.
vTofking over these lists as 1 do does not mean the addition of further

names, but the elinination of sorie, and the correction of inaccuracies j

I

donH like to think of your mohinery spreading false names and wrong dates
to the end of time and space.

elucidation:

There is something else on which I need

are you actually using any names except those of eponyms?

as

I find for all the names we sent to ''iss Sherwin White for her Koan onomastikon,
she included only those seen to be eponyms, and of those, only those that have

already been publishedj so in the end she included exactly one, What if anything
are you doing with fabrioaht names?

Because M, Debidour has not included ^ny

indications with his list that a name is that of an eponym.

There are two

names of the early period (l/2 of 4th, about) which are actually introduced by
t^ preposition, and about 32 altogether that oan be distinguished as such; of
Dales 27, ip. 354-5f Pnyx, pp,125 ff., but a list has not been published,
".'aria 2,41, has finished her list of Rhodisua eponyms with referenoes,

I

have had no time at all to work on it. However, as you are planning to get dps
your Dodekanese names in now, I am going to ask that photocopies of these 26
pages be made and sent to you.

You know that the referenoes must be

we have not done this; Indeed, your pj^ple will usually need to make a 8eleoti<«

.2.

But it will be a se/lection from a selection already made hero. It has b?en
a la^ge job.

And is not finished.

I enoloEO eo-nething copied for you a good v/hile ago
sent.

but apparently not

Indeed, one mieses Lucas.

I have been working a good deal on the dissertation of Carolyn Koehlor
on Corinthian anphoras, two different series« sons of which are stamped.

Vfhat Would you say was the nominative of a name which appears as AIIBAAEA ?
And do you know of good studies of Greek monograms and how they may be
resolved? . I remember how you got the name I3Oy0HPO2 from an early Rhodian

stamp which was a baffling combination of letters. The Corinthian stamps
are largely monograms v/hich resist resolution.

It seems to me that if you

come out with sequences like dPA2 or AFAM or PAI yai can't have gob there^
but there ought to be the beginning of a Groek name> at least.
I am due to fly to Boston on August B.

If yoi want to write, address

me Care of l?rs. F.R.Grace. 1514 Canton Avenue, Milton, Mass.
be back hers by the tai'Ji^le of September.
Yours.
>
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54 Syredias Streot, Athene 140, Greece
July 8, 1977

DeEat Peter,

.Ve viare quite a group to havo luaoh with you, and misced you certainly,
but were not too surprised, knowing Swan's way.

I seem to remember David

Jordan of the ourse tnblots and JCalooliQ iVallaca (sou of .'/ilHam, and also a

historian) and Carolyn Koehler (Corinthian amphoras), and certainly ''ichel
stamp

with references,

Debidour. This latter had with him a list of Thasian^nuiites for you,^of which
ne had brought me a copy,

.is are not sending it to you im-edietely, because

whon we had a look at it together, it se-med desirable to rm throurh the whole
thing, wnioh will be when he comes bach from Thrsoa. "aria has also finished

the list with references of Phodian eponyma including homonyms; here again
X think I should look through it.

And there is too nsioh to do.

i am plar niag to go to America about the beginning of August, because

my sister from "'oscov/ is there, a^'.d I haven't aoen her since ths start of

1949, X shall no doubt have one of those tickets that allow you uo to 45
days, so should be back here by the middle of Septonber,
Yours,

(Anent yours of July 2)
pfi
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A New Lexicon of Greek Personal Names
PETER ERASER

Dr. Fitch's own contribution to the study of English personal names, and his

support ofthe English Personal Names project, no less than his links with Greece
and his support of archaeological activities there, lead me to describe here briefly
a current project which touches on both these aspects of his activity: the Lexicon
ofGreek Personal Names, work on which began three years ago under the auspices

of the British Academy, as a'Major Research Project', with aSteering-Committee

composed of historians and linguists.'

The aim of the Lexicon {LGPN) in the broadest terms is to provide a docu
mented list of all personal names occurring in Greek literature, inscriptions, papyri,
and on vases, coins and other objects. It is thus hoped to replace, for personal
names, the Worterbuch der griechischen Eigennamen, first published by W. Pape
in 1842 as a separate (third) volume of his Handwdrterbuch der griechischen

Sprache, revised by him as aseparate publication in 1850(?), and then virtuaUy
rewritten on a far larger scale as the third edition by G E. Benseler in 1862
(Benseler died in 1868, and the Lexieen contains a 'Schlusswort by his son,
dated 1870); and reprinted (but not revised) thereafter in 1875 and 1884.^

Steering Committee of British Academy - Mr. P. MFraser (Chairman), Professor A.

Andfewes,P.theH. Very
Revd. Dr.Mr.H.R.Chadwick,
Mr «sor
J. G. Gnffith,
Dr. L. H.„Jeffery,
Professor
Lloyd-Jones,
Meiggs, Pro
. . urner.

P'

Staff - Coordinator - Dr. J. K. Davies. Senior Research Assistant - S. M Sherwin-

White (epigraphy). Other Research Assistants- AJohnston (archaeological material),
C. King (epi^phy and numismatics), S Mitchell (epigraphy of Asia ^nor), E.
Matthews (literary sources), A. Crabbe (literary sources Chnstian), R. Coles and
J. Rea (papyri). Computer Programmer - Mr. T. Ashplant. Computer Adviser Mrs. S. Hockey.

2.

I have not seen this very rare revision, of which there is not acopy either in the Bodleian
Library or the British Museum.

It need hardly be said that, as L. Robert, Ncms indigenes dans I'Asie Mineure, I (Paris,

1963), 413, n.l, reminds us, the reprint of 1911 contains no new material (nor, of course,
does that of 1959).
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Continued reference to this venerable relic of an earlier age, well described by
. obert as 'cette ruine dangereuse', continues to engender confusion and error

1though the credit for
r the
f work must largely go to Benseler),
give ittheitsnew
common
Lexicontitle,
for
reasons of space will not include geographical names, which will have to form the

object of aseparate undertaking; the increase in new geographical names is in
^ThT'f° h^

compared with that of personal names.

woTk LS Tr'°" """1, ' ""1' 1°

worK, nased, so tar as possible, on fresh rnllat-irsn

ploitation ofall the relevant sources within it-

If •

jn

is an emnely• new

1attempt to indicate the al,^
detail and give some indications of the various UK^rfTe L
general field of ancient studies.

systematic ex-

h• "T

Lexicon within the

1. Aim. To present a full documentation of all no

that in collecting names no attempt is made to d

i

^

emphasised

3. Scope and Limitations. The Lexicon will naturally include all names of
Greek etymology and morphology. In addition, it embraces all names which,
though not Greek in origin, are assimilated to Greek in form and inflection; e.g.
Macedonian, Thracian and Illyrian names. It will also include Egyptian and
Persian names occurring in Greek. Similarly, native names which occur in the

Greek inscriptions of hellenised regions of the Near East and Asia Minor are also
included, though where these are strictly localised and very numerous, as for
example in the inscriptions of Cilicia in the Roman period, the data will probably
be presented in a summarised form (see following page).

Roman names raise a particular problem, and one perhaps not capable of a
practicable to include instances of all Roman citizens with the tria nomina men

tioned in Greek literature (e.g. Mdp/coc TouXXto? KtKepcji^; AevKm Kopv^Xm
XvXXaq), it is on the other hand clearly desirable to indicate the various develop

ments and orthographic variations ofthe main categories ofRoman names in their
Greek forms. This is probably best done, not by detailed individual documentation,

°ther similar studies: see below,

but by a list of such names with their Latin prototypes, with summaries of
significant evidence; such a list had been envisaged by Benseler for the revised
'Pape', but he did not live to include it in his Wbrterbuch. In particular, (a) the
grecised cognomina ofthe -ianus formation (e.g. AiXtarac, Bacmtawc, AovKiavo^;,

2 Chronological Range. From the earliest nermd u i ito the Byzantine period. The end-date '
'Mycenaean'names)

continue to be coined, and old names to r"
fixed, since fresh names
period. Consequently a flexible policv
Byzantine
the one hand full documentation - or a
adopted in recording these. On
type described below, paragraph 4 (hi
'summary entry', of the
productive early Byzantine and Chri tian n ~ P^^^^ded for the numerous very

which,^ while present in C(lassical) HfeUenw"^

work has yet been done on Byzantine onomastics,'* and the Lexicon does not
claim to provide the basic material for such a study.

nationality or racial

the LGPN will provide the necessary data as fL ^^h^^ '^°njPlcx) study for which
paragraph 6.
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wholly satisfactory solution. While, on the one hand, it is neither necessary nor

sources, namely Greek literature, inscriptions papyri c^s
i" all
etc. For some limitations to this see paragranh 3bel i ^"^jhaeological objects,

origin of the naL-bearer. ThatTsl slarat r
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Ma^Lptavoq ) and (b) the single names such as Mdp/coc, AeuKtoc, Tiroc, which
both became fully assimilated as Greek names, must be treated as such. It may be
preferable to list these names all together as an appendix to the main onomastikon,
and thus provide aconvenient survey of the whole material, rather than to include
them in the main body of the Lexicon. The full form of the nomenclature of a

(^-g- EuicXetSr??;

Roman citizen or a libertus of Greek origin in the Imperial period, in which the
praenomen and the nomen are followed by aGreek cognornen, the original name

EnXdyg,,, EvoeUm,

listed under the Greek name, with indication of the Roman nomina. e.g. s.v.

diffeeut concepts of name-giving. I„ oXr""' j"\'"ffere„t name-forms and

4. Form of Entries, (a) The material is arranged alphabetically, with a sub
sidiary regional arrangement under each name, thus following the inevitable

Eixpoptcm^; Qeoippaaroq-, QeoKptTo^. ©eri^pn

with a large array of new prZ^;

©eorreMTrroG QeoreKvo,, Qed^CKo, On th!

names belonging to the developed Bvzantin,^ °
Name', and 'Additional Name', which imr

the Christiar. period

included
of'Baptismal Name', 'Family

arrly full range of Byzantine writers few ''' ®' though we are 'slipping' a
c
>fter the 7th
" provided by
in the lands conquered by Islam. It shouirp
"'""'"'-""'f" civilisation
should be stressed that very little detailed
century A.D. will be found. Abroad hioorr 1
the fact that the reign of Heraclius marks^h

of the individual (e.g. Il.AtXto? •FatStpo?; Tt.KXau5tog Ildy/caXoc) is of course

$at5tpoc (n.AtX.).

4. Krumbacher (GBLf p. 1135) long ago described a Byzantine onomastikon as an urgent
desideratum, but the two studies by his pupil, H. Moritz, Die Zunamen bei den hyzan-

tinischen Historikem u. Chronisten, I and II (Programm des K. Humanistischen Gymna
siums in Landshut, 1896-7; 1897-8) have found nosuccessors.

--"ir
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procedure in 'slipping' the epigraphical material, and facilitating what is perhaps
the most important single use to which the Lexicon will be put: the localisation
o names, i.e. their identification as characteristic of this or that region or city.
Under each entry the attestations are recorded in the same regional sequence,
starting with Athens (where the material is further broken down into demes), and
toilowing the pographical order consecrated by the volumes o£ Inscriptiones
Graecae, i.e. the Peloponnese, Boeotia, Central Greece, Northern Greece, the

sands, and thereafter through the rest of Europe {=IG xiv), and thence to Asia

Minor, Syria, Palestine, Egypt and North Africa. In such alist the absence of any
LlvXr

,^^hens, will be as significant as its presence.

place of orkin

IT

whtl^^thtdocum 'r "VTu'

^

°^her than tLt from

originates are listed under their

of each name come those whose place of origin J^Mkno™
method originally adopted bv Pane anri f 11

j l

follow the leogriph

j;;

Tctt' j-c^:: s^ue^z
Regional arrangement for an onomasticon

'

fact, the
"r'r'

particular interest.

final presentation in this form are overwhelming
one of the major raison d'etres of anv on
•

i 'a a

e.g. achronological one, by which the resH

V''

^^^antages of its
stated, constituted

^^'^^'^riative arrangement,

involve a great deal of continuous reprocesskv
overlaid, would
of the main functions of the Lexicon Th H
result in the loss of one
entry will in any case be given in each instance
date, of each
On the purely linguistic side the Lexicon will n. -j
names and groups ofnames, both simnk imd

ovide etymologies and roots of

of P. Bechtel's Die historischen Personenna

(hi-radical), in the manner

A^t

bis zur Kaiserzeit

In addition, though the Lexicon is not soeHf" P^ ' Predecessor, August Pick,
patronymics and other direct relation.^;.

facilitate identification and to indicate on
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other recent comparable works, by reference to the appropriate entry in Pauly—
Wissowa's Real-Encyclopadie, with, where necessary, theserial number given to the
individual there. E.g. for Alexander the Great the entry reads, under the location
Macedon: 'Alexander III, King of Macedon ('The Great'): RE, s.v. Alexandros
(10)'. Obviously in no case is it to be assumed that this entry implies that the
article in RE is the best treatment of the subject; it is simply used as a means of

identification; and the same system is used for Christians with reference to Smith
and Wace's Dictionary of Christian Biography (4 volumes, 1877—87). (ii) It is
also necessary to summarise entries for common ('Pan-Greek') names of all types,
which become increasingly frequent in the course oftime and the complete docu
mentation of which would fill several pages. Many of these are theophoric, either
of the earlier general 'Olympian' type, such as Apollonios, Dionysios, Hermogenes,
Posidonios, etc., or of the later class largely based on the Egyptian deities, such as
Ammonios, Isidoros, Sarapion, etc. The method here used is to write a summary
of the salient features of the history of the name —its chronology and its geo

graphical distribution in particular - based on the total accumulated material.
The preparation of such entries must of course form the last stage of the prepara

tion of the Lexicon, when all the material is at hand; and this itself will remain

inevitable first stage in the collection of the material°Ld Ae d

(1917), and other works by the same schnl
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^ Prosopographical in purpose,

where known, both to

the social sphere, firmly-established indicatlo^T^^rbetween generations. In
as 'slave', 'cook', 'satrap', while a name bo ^
etc. are recorded:
cross.
by a Christian is indicated by a
(b) In the collection and redaction of thi
largely as a result of the bulk of the mate
problems arise
breviated form of reference for historical fk
necessary to find an ak

as to avoid the necessityXofquoting
all source
co,. material.
attestedThis
by has
numerous
sourci
4 gail
been solved.

available on fUe for consultation in Oxford.

Parallels to this type of summary, historical, entry may be found in, for
example. Miss E. G. Withycombe's excellent Oxford Dictionary ofEnglish Christian
Names (2nd edn., 1950), one entry of which, taken at random, indicates very
clearly, mutatis mutandis, the type of entry: s.v. Basil (p.41): 'Greek BaatXeto?,.

'kingly', the name of one of the great Doctors of the Church, St. Basil the
Great . . . The name has always been more common in the East than in the West,

but it is found in England from the end of the 12th century. The Tractarians
revived its use in the 19th century'. Our own entry might read:' 'BaatXetoc.
Christian name. Earliest examples: Basd Bp. ofAnkyra 336—360 ( d Kai BaatXd?,
Socr. Hist, ii, 42: RE, s.v. Basdeios (14)) and B. 'The Great' ob. 379 {ibid. (15)).

No certain Pagan examples, but see BaaiXei8r}<; and BaaiXtuKOC also fem.

BaatXeta.' Such entries will, in the case of theophoric names of different forms
deriving from a common root, contain both collective information on the whole

class of theophoric derivatives in question, e.g. IlocjeiS—, and further details for

individual names :-

rioaeiS— names are pan-Greek from 5B.C. onwards, but not common before

H. They continue to a late date but are rarely Christian. Posid- names are
especially represented by:

5. It must be emphasised here that this and other examples, which are based solely on the
material already accumulated, are strictly exempli gratia, and do not represent a final

as in

version of the entry.

7S
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1. IloaeiSto?, common at Olbia from H onwards, especially 2 A.D.: Inscr.
Olbia, 77 (iiiB.C.), 189 (iii/ii B.C.), 35 (ii/IB.C.), and 51, 77, 86, 95, 102, 111,
183 (aU ii A.D.); sporadically elsewhere.

2. IIoaeiStTrTroc, not uncommon in late v B.C. {IG, iP , 943, line 34; Lysias,
In Posid. {Or. cviii); Isaeus, In Posid. (Or. fr. xxxvii; K12117, cf. 12116); and

frequent thereafter; K 12115—12134. Early iv B.C.: Torone, SEG, xxiv,
574, line 8, IXoaetStTTTTOc; AtoSojpou; Panticapaion, GIRB 176: [Arjp]TjTptTj
[11] oaetSiTnro.

3. noaetSoii^toc, emerges later in Athens (K 12138), but occurs already in
Sparta and Miletus in early v B.C. (Hdt. be, 71; Delphin. 122, I, 1. 69 (458/7:
©paau(3ouXt5T?? rioaetScoyio)) ; early iv B.C.: Paphlagonia, CJRB 199, Kpovtoq

n<j>oaet5eoji;m KpcopWTTj<j; and in Thrace as the name of King Chersobleptes son SGDJ 2743 (ca. 356/5); in Cyprus, Myres, Cesnola Cottection,
p.550, no.l918, IloaeiScoi'toc HXto6copoi; (iv/iii B.C. [T.B.M.]®).

at Milems°'v/m

''''''

147 line'78 (205/4

grandfatherii

Olbia 96; attested

ZojTtupo? lloaux;), cf.

UTtep $ai;o5tKoi; tov ndatoc (i.e.

IeG : ' 74 line 8'no7« '
centlM
" ""'V 0ae.on^aa6..;
hPait, SEG,
2099
ii,('fourth
746, aUor fJ^h
VA.D.,
and Ihe ftrc^
mo^'ofT
"°^-(10)-(ll),
alsos.v.-lTTTrtoc, nerpaib?, repamr-

^8 and 39. See

Sittig, GNT, 69-78.

Such entries are to be contrasted

.urn

evidence is cited directly or indirectlv Th A' -J

the summarised entries has been fixed ^

occurrences; beyond that, as alreadv

which all the known

line between the itemised and

^in|e-of-thumb, at about 100 separate

produced, will be kept on file for Ln° f
collected, but not rehybridisation of entries falls short of th^has to be admitted that this
ceive a Greek onomasticon in which

itemised.

f f hardly possible to con-

instances of the commonest names are

5. The LGPN will eventually be produced fmm
lithography or a comparable process, and the '^^"ipnter 'print-offs' by photolink in the entire processing of the niaterial
forms the key-

region are fed from punch-cards into acomputer f ^ ^

slips of a

magnetic tape, and are also available or. < •
Processing, and are stored on
print-outs'. This procedure has two

6. The initials in square brackets (here those of Prof
University) are those of collaborators to the LGPN

any text different from, or additional to tho..P = -i' uT r

-r

c'

St. Andrews
Provided details regarding

available from the publication in question.
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overriding advantages: a. it provides proof or 'print-out' ofthe material while the
task of compilation of data is still proceeding, thus providing an opportunity for
correction of errors, insertion of new material etc., and b. the final print-out
will be ready for publication by microfiche without the proof-correction attend
ant on the conventional methods of printing. The computer-operator has thus

a vital role to play in the processing of the Lexicon, and the form of entries on
the slips is determined by the formahsing capabilities ofthe computer.

6. Finally it is perhaps not superfluous to indicate some of the many fields in
which the Lexicon will form amajor working-tool, outside the simple provision of
identification of individuals for prosopographical and genealogical purposes. In
all societies, ancient and modern, names, geographical and personal, have a vit

role to play in the general field of social history and demography, and mthe
ancient world the- amount of significant information that can be extracted from
onomastics is proportionately greater as other sources of information are large y
absent. I note here four fields in which the Lexicon will provide vital information
and clarification.

(i) In the field of religions, both pagan and Christian, it wll document the

spread of religions as attested by the adoption of theophoric

^

names,

study of theophoric names for this and similar purposes has of course long been

recognised, but no overall collection of the material exists, and istoric stu les
based on theophoric names —especially studies connected wit t e sprea o

cults - have inevitably suffered from the lack of total documentation. In the
early Christian period, similarly, there is abundant material from inscriptions an

texts for identifying large numbers of names as either exclusively Christian or as
adopted from Pagan use, and therefore indifferently Christian or Pagan; an aso

for the spread of local hagiographic names.

(ii) For social history the identification of social status throughout the G

world is considerably dependent on the identification (or not) or certain typ

names, or certain names, as e.g. characteristic of an upper or
1
The identification of slaves' names is one particular aspect of this le w ic

needs detailed examination in the light of the whole body of materia . It ^ma

to be seen how many of the names commonly dubbed as servile can ^
.
strated to be such;^ the problem is complicated by yet another actor o w 1
we know little as yet: the practice by which slaves might change t eir names
manumission, and thus conceal their own servile origin.

7. See on this topic the remarks of Solmsen-Fraenkel, Indogerm. Eigennamen als Spieg
der Kulturgeschichte (Heidelberg, 1922), 133—4; Fraenkel, RE, s.v. Namenwesen,
1646ff.; and the comments of Adolf WUhelm, JOAI, 25, 1929, 58
commonly said to be those of slaves or hetaerae.

on t e
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(iii) On the general 'historical' side perhaps the most important contribution
ies in the amount of material that will illuminate the localisation of names,

both Greek and non-Greek. Once more, it has long been recognised that in the
ancient Greek world (at least in GH, but less in R) many names have a strictly
local origin (as opposed to the 'pan-Greek' names, discussed above), and that
in lyi ua s earing certain names may with some confidence be assigned to one
particular area or city - a matter of prime importance both in the identification

o in^dividuals and still more, in the determination of the geographic demography

of the Greek world Here the vast amount of names yielded by inscriptions all

over the Greek world plays a primary role, as has been shown in recent years
especially by the researches of O. Masson and L. Robert. Examples of such local
isation are innumerable, and it will suffice here to call attention to F Letronne's

demonstration in apioneer study as long ago as 1845, of the original localisation
MeTZl
in western
Minorand(reflecting
the god
and 1-h
the river Hermus "EPMO—
respectively);
those ofAsia
Masson
T. B. Mitford
on

ZHf S'mr' Tr

ni^ur-and the well-established localisa-

additl
dditon to these
rh names, ^most-Podo,
of which
-ix^poro,
bear theand
mark
manyof others
their origin
in Rhodes.
in oneIn
ark of thel
their 1
localisation; for example,
maTk

EuTraXtfoc (MeaaraV
u •\
^hich "HS.'.n
bear no/n-external

A7a^.cop (Odessos); 'ASpaaroc (e' Caria/Phrygial'tf^L

mthe western part of Greece. In either category the full extent of th^

tion can best be seized by acomparison of the frequencv of the

the Greek city with the largest Lomastikon, with that fh T '

E^

l°c^isa-

region. In the light of these localised names the preponderan

all areas stand out clearly. In an allied field, the separation of Greirr""""
Greek names particularly in Asia Minor, has been one of the ma^
tions of L. Robert in his long labours in the onomastic vte
Pte-occupa-

St" t?""
«P-StJtw wS
parative philology and dialectology))/u!Stt)hcOT'c'"™d' '""."'J' " '""i'
Greek names, especially those of the archairand d" f n'"'n
inscriptions on any material were known a hundred

full documentation here is keenly felt. Partial studi

P^"°ds. Few early

vases, when completed and published, will fill
°
"ames on Attic
full range of material, as covered geographicalb '
Archaic Greece (1961), indicates how much the 1
Scripts of
this field.
lexicographer still has to do in
8. Especially in the work cited above, n.2, but also in i
writings over aspan of half acentury.
nnumerable observations in his other
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7. Progress. The material so far collected (from all sources) covers the following
areas: the Peloponnese, Northern and Western Greece (except Thessaly, now in

progress), Macedonia (Greek and Jugoslav), Albania, Thrace, Bulgaria, South
Russia; Cos; Calymnos; Cyprus. On other areas work is progressing at a steady
pace, and the computerisation of the material is under way. Aproject as large

as this would inevitably run into serious trouble if, over and above the main task
of compilation carried out by the research staff, epigraphists and others working
within certain areas had not offered to provide material already collected, or in
process ofcollection, by them. We incurred aconsiderable debt in this respect to
Professor R. Stroud, who has made available to us his onomastikon of Corinthia,

the late Professor J. M. R. Cormack, who provided us with his complete file for

the 'Trite Metis' of Macedonia, Professor T. B. Mitford, to whom we owe a proso-

pography of Cyprus, and Professor H. Solin, who has provided us with alist o
Greek names occurring in Latin forms at Pompeii and elsewhere; Professor Solin s
forthcoming onomastikon of Greek names at Rome is eagerly awaited. It need
hardly be said that any assistance in this field will be received with gratitu e
and fully acknowledged. The material already collected is available for study in
Oxford by any interested party, but through lack of staff it is not possi eto
undertake searches for individual names.

It would be naive to suppose either that this Lexicon will, even within its own

terms of reference, contain no lacunae, or that complaints will not be heard
against the inclusion, or exclusion, of certain classes of names (e.g. the Roman

signa and some oriental names). Nevertheless, with all the inevitable imperfections,

it is hoped that it will both provide afair and usable statement of what is known,
as the 20th century draws to its close, about names in the Greek
^f
serve as a springboard for further studies, in the 21st century and beyond ot
those aspects of the life of the Greek people in its many ramifications, on which
names shed light.
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Athens, tlovember 22, 1976

Dear Peter,

Apparently Luoas died about 2;00 a.m. on Ootobor 28, a Thursday,

I

heard of his death from Lila I<lar^p,ou about 12:00 noon of Friday the 29th,
and I think she had not known very long.

He made the trip by train from

Athens, and this must have been the .Jagon-lit that leaves here Monday, and

is due at Lausanne on iVednesday at midnight.

(There is none leaving hero

Tuesday

scjwdayx)
Paris.

After the midnight, or later, arrival, ho telephoned his wife in
Sometime in the Inter morning of Thursday he had an appointment with

Chrifltiane Dunant;

and when ho did not show up, they investigated, and

found he h8.d not oven undressed, but just sat down, and so died.

The hotel of course had the telephone number of his wife, so she was called
After some calling back and forth, the formalities were finally undertaken

by a Manoli Benaki who lives In Geneva, a younger cousin (not the one here),
I think it was by a telephone call from the flat here. Patsy I suppose, that
T-ila was informed.

Part of my information oomes from Dorothy Pally, whose

huBl»nd was a lifetime associate of luces, maybe a relative too.

y.
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All Souls College,
Oxford
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UtrviKdAj
Athons, Dooamber 17, 1975

Dear Pater,

It -will be very nice to Boe the Frasers January 7th to 10th, or some-where

in there.

Please do ring me up when you arrive; at home, 35 Plutarch, 722 378j

at the Stoa, 3210 162,

.

About Rhodian names, I enclose a copy of a letter of mine to a Mies Kontorinl
a Greek student of Louis Robert,

|M
^

She has published this year in the RCH so you

know of her activities, I do not see why quite so many people need to comb
publ. the same insoriptiond for names, but perhaps with the idea each has that the
ff

others are not really getting it dono,

Lliss K, told me she lias been given for

publication all unpublished inscriptions in Rhodes, so there should be some
new references in her lot,

I expect you know of the housing problem in Sgypt, and have got some firm

reservations.

It appears thoro has been a huge Influx from Seirut, Mo agents

in Athens will undertake to do anything for you in iigypt. Bill Biers,/a fonaej.
Secretary of the American School, now teaching in Mirsouri, end wanting to

look for possible sites to excavate, has just come back after two weeks during
which I think he hardly managed to taavel at all in

and in Cairo stayed

with Gaorge Soanlon in his flat (George owed him some good hospitality),
have othors planning to go in February, but I wonder now if they will go.

ierhaps there will be a reflux to Lebanon, •''rom the same source I heard that

Riad is no longer director of the Cairo tsuseum, but is teaching in some roiTio-ta

Arab country, SD must ask Mr. B,, with whom I have had a word over the telep^o^
bit have not seen him since he retwmed from Svropi.
/Sr. R7( .

')
-7)

Athone, January 13, 1975

i^ear Peter,

Thank you ofr yours of Nevi Year's day.

We had lovely mild weather in

Naxos, and I had deep sleeps, being separated from the oat here, who likes
ma to get up at 4:00.

I shall be interested in your oomment on

have as you say focuEsed on it,

Ath. litt; article whan you

AYZAIITOZ in stamps of Knidos:

yes, thoro is a

type in which it stands thus, unabbreviated, in the nominative, KT 2086,

I must

send you a photograph of an example some day, if I have not already done so?
I have a feeling of deja vu about this discussion.

The other Knidian types with

this name have it abbreviated, or in the genitive (-IOY),

there is at least one fabrioant AYZANIA2;

genitive AY2ANIAj

as

In Rhodian stamps,

the name in Rhodian is always in the

I think these types are all 3rd century, i.e. a bit earlier

than the Knidian AY2ANI02,

To return to the Knidian AliAPSZ, and your latter of August 28, v/hich I did no

more than acknowledge, because you were to be away from be.se; what ik it that you
and your exports on Roman administration think "oannot" be tho case?

now DelOS 27, pp. 322-3.

Please sqq

I would be glad if you would road that whole short

paragraph, and tall me if you take exception to something in it, and if bo, at what
point•

Fine that your Rhodian book is moving, Vfhat w'll you be doing in Sgypt next
winter? Are you Joining Bernard Bothmer's exoavation at Plinthino? Hero

are

as usual tn winter rather few, and gloomy in that the money seims again to be

run ing out - at one point Shear telephoned from ''^rinceton and said everybody
must be prepared for the dife virtually to come to an end by June 30, One doea

not know exactly what that means, but one sees that everywhere else something
similar seoms to be happening.

T
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Athena, Septerabar 20, 1973

* S.

Dear Oaoar,

'

llore IB a belated thank you for your offprint, article on 10 11(2), 1006 and
1501 .iiesperia 1972.

Of course I know nothing about the subject, but it is

pleasant to see it handled by an obvious expert, and there are things that strike one,

all the same.
I

those PiaiAIOI,

For instance, the list of SSNOI ixxixtaxxxAins is interesting, all
It did not o^cur to mo that feuoh boys served also.

i no patronymics or whatnot, just the ethnics,

And they have

I find it surprising how many locals

^ have the same names as their fathers: I thought this was quite uncommon, and one
}

; could expect boys to be named for their grandfathers. and irepeats pf names (for

instance in the thooroi of Thasos, and the eponj.-raous priests of I'hodes) to be 2
generations apart, around 60 years, say.

Perhaps you have discussed some of

these matters in pther publications, 1 wish I got around, more, to reading beyontf
my narrow subject,

I hope you are both ok,

I hav« had it in mind and heart to write to Anno

ever since Christmas (1) when X hoard about the wonderful treatmsnat she had

discovered and successfully practised on herself for arthritis.
miracle,

It did sound a

1 hope very much that the good results, or at least some of them, have

proved lasting,

.'ith best wishes to you both.
Yours «

I

%d you heard of Peter Praser's orojeot, now under way (or is it "under woig-h"?)
to produce a revised Pape? It will be great to have it (for those still around

by then), lie wants to put in all names on papyri, coins, and STAsPS, TTot irt^aqmg
bdt dates and references (i each for stamp names!).
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July 10, 1973

Dear teter.

Thank you for your letters of May 30 (?) and July 3, which I will file away
to have for reference. Names by classes; Rhodian, Knidian, etc.

I plan to

send you a non-numerous class first, so that we can both see what problems arise
This will be not before next winter.

I don't expect to bring the Blaok Sea names as a whole into our files,
although possibly my successor will, if, as X hope, the work here continues

beyond ray powers. I would suggest again that you might add Brashinsky to
your list of collaborators; J. B. Brashinsky, Institute of Archeology,
Dvortsoraya naber. 18, 192041 Leningrad, USSR (from a recent envelope). See
his article, Birene XI. 1973, pp. Ill, ff., "The Progress of Greek Ceramic

Epigraphy in the USSR." Note it is in Bnglish. I don't always agree with him
but he is certainly well-read in the field, energetic and eesponsive. He is

very keen to get books from outside j we are fixing now to send him Agora XII,
Bieter and Danae Thimme from Bloomington are hero for the sumaer, but

you should be seeing them later. Danae was Hadjilazarou, and the much-loved
niece of several old friends of i us at the American School.
Yours ,

-'K

,02

All Souls College,
Oxford
0x1 4AL

Telephone 22251
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE BRITISH ACADEMY

as the annual rate ofprogress. Professor W. G. Lambert has continued

to give invaluable help with Akkadian and related material, and Dr.
J. F. A. Sawyer has assisted with the processing ol slips.
Iconographical Lexicon of Classical Mythology Committee (Chairman: Mr.
John Boardman).

The Committee was set up in 1972 to supervise the British coritribution to this international project. An international oiganization to

promote the Lexicon has been formed, with a base in Switzerland, and
a publisher has been found. Mr. John Boardman has joined the
editorial board for the Lexicon. In Britain work of documentation has

already begun from five university centres (O^ord London Cam
bridge Manchester, and Newcastle). One set of cards will be kept m
Britain, the other sent to Paris or Basle for the use of editors.
Lexicon ofGreek Personal Names Committee (Chairman: Mr. P. M. Eraser).
The Committee was established in 1972 to supervise the preparation
ofa new lexicon of Creek names to replace Benseler s, which dates from
1863-7. The Chairman reports:

Work be?an on i October this vear, and it is thus too early to report

actual progress. The two amanuenses, Mrs. A. L'Jrton and Miss S.

Sherwin-White, on whom the bulk of the work falls, have begun the
task of entering names from literary sources (Mrs. Burton), and from
inscriptions (Miss Shcrwin-White). Arrangements have been made for
Miss Sherwin-White to work in the Ashmolean Library in Oxford,
while Mrs. Burton is at present working at her home in Bristol.
Medieval Latin Dictionary Committee (Chairman: Sir Roger Mynors).
This Comm-ittee, which works in close association with the Public
Record Office, has an origin going back to the 1920s. It has for a
number of years ranked as one of the Academy's major projects. The
Editor, Mr. R. E. Latham, reports as follows:
The text of the first fascicule (A-B) is now going through the press;

galley proof ofall A and part ofBhas notv been received, and much
of A has been returned for revise.

Some work remains to be done on the bibliography; but it is hoped
that the typescript of this, together with other preliminary matter, will
be ready to send to the press by the time they have finished B. If the

programme of the O.U.P. permits, it seems reasonable to hope that
the fascicule can be published next year.

Proof-reading of A-B, with the checking and revision involved, has
slowed down work on C, but this had by September 1972 advanced as
far as CH, about one third of the whole letter. When complete, G will

provide material for a second fascicule at least as large as AB, even
allowing for the space taken up by the bibliography.

Athens, March 31, 1973

fMp C
V<^ ,

Dear Homer,

^
^ enclose copies of further correspondence"on the Prpser lexicon. Any

^'|,^^Wy--->^^'ooTnn9ntB or Buggostions from you would be very welcome, I found thAt I did
not like to say it in my letter to Pater, i.e. in the P.S., but Leslie says
5 c? .tsr ••7'3

we have already had dealings with this Miss (?) Metropoulou, that is as I
understand it, you and iSve have, and that wo would probably be happier not
to be involved with her at all.

My own response to Peter's suggestion had

nothing to do with the individual ho proposed, whom I had not hoard of before.

If you feel like it, you Jjdght say something to Peter about the lady, or

Dorothy might, as I imgine she is communicating with him more frequently.

Yours,

Thank you very much for your two letters of March 9, the one on the
Fraser lexikon, and the other on the Panphylian article.

On the latter,

you know it is not only Geoffrey who accepts the attribution, but also

the RobeirtB,

One cannot say that they would ac cept every name vaguely

associated with this class, but it would be up to Geoffrey to winnow them all
out.

fr-'lriii •rmliHiliiMi'iilriililli'

ZZ.OI

A'^
'y
Athans, -iaroh 30, 1973
l^ar Pater,

I did racoiTO your lottar of March 6.

1 had 80nt photooopies to Prin-aton of your lattar of 2.I.7S and rty reply of
16.1. Toelia Ghoar w&s than totting randy to travilj ho has since arrivod, and
will no doubt dJc.cu.-6 tho subject of your loxicon with me after he io settled,

'

For honor's opinion, he writes: "In prinoipl# 1 would aprae at onoe", i.e. to
the inclusion In the lexicon of the ns-oee from cjr stamp files,

I acrea about this with Homer, and am delighted that you are planning to get
la 3«7thing, Inoludivg papyri and coins.

j

There are of course practical problems. On aorsidoration, I sea that I oould
not avoid layin? out a lot of tire and attehtlon mjntelf, -vhat with control Ung the

name lists, end dealinc with choices of reference (one per Individual you say. and than
are a lot of homonyms), and with whatever is to be sufr-ested at pr«B«nt in the way
of individual dates. Our filer arc files, not a finished publication. They Inform

us (and that unevenly ac ordlng to what work has been done on the various oeotions),
and not v-et the public, or even an intelligent olcrlcol avistant if without knowl^
edge of tho field. At this point in ths job, yojr yxtnr l^idy ^lojid not save time
for us, but tho reverse, if wa oan, es I hope, ma-are to sand you lists of names
with suggested refsrenoes, your ansistont coild affcer.tar 's ohaok the rsforeuoes
and, as yau say, embody the material in your card index. At that tlmo she could

work hei^ if it seemed useful, and perhaps a* you suggest oorrespondonoe might
thereby be roi^eed.

My IdM

b. to propar. tho mm. by ol....,, .ending . ooMlEnMnt to you

fro. tlM to tlM, A.miii,h on. nt the etnrt would e.rre to point, up rt»t.wr
tume out to no.d dleoueelo., for Irutanoe, the dnt. to b. need; i ,„„ig „

thnt thl. eoula be -.mt 1. now b.u„.„, mthor thnn Wo..:,rer gu... i. pr,„„tor
in nn old fubllontlon. If there te ndlfformoei u tb. early dnyi there
XvCn

•' / '

-

a

-

Ay

to £0 on. Than, roforonce for the nam itaoir: perhaps you would prefer to f<nrf
published

"•

It cited In an unrestorod,reading, rather l;han in a published list only, though
tho ooment there ni^ht bo more ueefhlj but would aooept reference to a list

faute do Kieux. /41 oraraple is iiOKOSYAiiTHS: the name is known in only one stamp
typo (Knidian Typo >52); it is completely clear In several impresrions of this
type, none of which however has boon published. It is listed rnvx. pp. 148-149
(lists of Knldian duovlri, pair no. 30),

I would plan to mko use of those lists also in some kind of amphora stamp
general reference work, which is much needed.

In case you wanted to get started on a section of tho stamp world, there are

olasBOS that ara in our filss in only a few types. This is true of those origin
ating around tha Black Boa. the Sinopoan, tho Chersoneean, the Herakloian. fou

would take them from tho publioations, particularly from Urakov for the Sinopean.
Canaraoho's bo^k also has some u/ujful lists of some of those nanas, You might
liko to consult drashinsky about supplomeatiur; those published lists. I oould

give you his address if you are not in oorreapondonoo. Alot of thcso names differ

from most of those on nie with us at present, in that they are accompanied fay
patronyialoa. They would thus mke quite a large addition to your index. Too

large an addition, prolmbly. to be useful in oy projected amphora stamp reference
work! stamps of these classes are unoommon as finds away from the Black Sea

area; 1would plan to injt in a few stamp, for recognition purpoBes for my
Aegean excavator i-eaders. and rofer them otherwise to tha works of Grakov. eto.

For th. iatji in th,..

yon .onld ..nt to .oy by

y^

nor, yoln^, n, th ,r. ho. b,«i . Irt of pobliootlon on tb. .nbjoot. I hollor.
thot

ohr<«ology I. m ,.n.r.l rt,ht rolntlooiy, i...

.ot ohoolntolj,. Ho brlnK. tb. .nd of hi. ..,„,noo to oo. 70 B.C., obomM
A.on. oontont - obtoCly th. Olddl. bto. buUdtn, fm .

Indlooto. it

«.d.d in IBS 3.0. .«n -.»,r,.oo. took SSnoi». Oroboy oppod hi. o« d.tlnc .onort.t bofor. ho dlod, thooBh not In » fubllootlonj oth.r Wl.t .obolor. hn«

-

3

-

gcme somoahftt i'urthar etlll, but most of thorn don^t 50 aa far as I do.
iB ann RuBsiait

is for 183 as the end date, but he is not miah hoard.

(Tharo
I have

not r^tmged yet to eet him translated.)
The i'Btitphylian stamp narrtea are also only In Email part on file with us.
I have inaludod a few in my ifitroduotory ai^iolo about which I wrote to you,
which has since boon turned, in to Araar.dry.

But the greater number are on record hero

U

only in a sorioa of rabhings,

Geoffrey doodhoad would ba tho one to consult on

these, ee h© is supposed to prepare their ooriws.
lAJoas tells lae that you are going to Afgiianiatan, wt i nm not sure when.

Vflll you paee through here?

j. have hare at prcasnt a Dr. Uh. aBrker, from

Berlin, who is prupurxag to nx ke ft revifiod publioation of the original ierganor
deposit of stamps,

has broug/it rubfai^e aad tuuis pnot.'graphs.

Kot all

items ean stiU be found, but a good many, of wVdch s0:1,0 are in .iast ^©ilin.

foBterday I attended a very nioe ooroiohy, tho invostiture of Jane as an
16.B.A., at the fJritiah -mba, ay i'Sfiidance.
V

Tourfl,

Gitxdi T*Xe«&«

p.S. Leslie has since read this, also your letter to mo of ."iareh 6, aV|
has had a look at your sample slips,

tils thinks your project is exoellent, and

is glad to have the Agora stamp files contribute to itj and in general endorses

all I have said in this letter. Although bothered about how nuoh time it nmy
take ne, he fully agrees that the outside olerioal assistance you propose would
not help.

^9 «il^ see what we can manage.
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PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

March 9, 1973
SCHOOL OF HISTORICAL STUDIES

D' "S

Miss Virginra Grace

y

American School of Classical Studies

Athens 140, Greece

Dear Virginia;
("X

^,

"t f

/

V -y

^

Your letter of March 3rd reached me two days after the MS mailed on the

At

same day!

'

About the inclusion of your SAH names in Peter Eraser's Lexicon; in
principle I would agree at once to their inclusion. They obviously belong in

such a compilation; their inclusionar in the best possible form would add greatly
to the value of the book, and it would at the same time be one of the most
effective ways of making the results of your work widely accessible. On the
practical side I should hope, of course, that the bulk of the work could be done

as you say by Maria or by Maria in collaboration with Peter's person under your
general oversight.

i I j

Having seen Peter's Alexandria I am enormously impressed by the competence
he has shown in dealing with great masses of intractable data, so I feel sure

'

'

that the Lexicon will be well done.

You will naturally wish tospeak about the project with Leslie to whom 1* m
A I- sending a copy of this letter.
^

li--- '

H—

V

He plans to take off for Athens on March 20th.
Yours ever,

Holier A. Thompson

All Souls College,
Oxford
0X1 4AL

(t

Telephone 22251
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Athene, February 3, 1975
Dear Feter,

This is chiefly to report that copies of your book have been received

both by the British School and by a®, and the address in each case corres

ponded vsith the ink direction inside by yourself. Mine seems to have got
to Athens a little earlier than theirs and perhaps for this reason the post

office here decided that I should attend to both (for some reason they had

to be called for at the p.o. instead of coming right through as books should).
So on the notice addressed to the BSA was added in red ink my name.

Both

copies were collected by our Takis dovna hare, viith the help of my AhSIA nAPAMOlJHZ.

It is a most impressive aocomplishmsnt, and I count on it to prop my
declining years,

I'll write again about the lexikon.

In the meanwhile, a few remarks.

One thing, what I was asking you on p, 2 of mine of 16,1, wiutic how are you
going to deal with names that have hot been published before? An example,

noticed yesterday in comieotion with an information latter prapared for a

young French School member named Knoepfler, is the Rhodian eponym MSNTAIOZ,

There/ are several examples of his name with the preposition now on file with
M.

us, but tha types have not baan published, nor has he beon includod in pub
lished lists of Rh. eponyms. Naturally there are not mny Rh, epcxayms in
that case, but there are lots of fabricants, Rh, and Kh. probably, also from

stamps of unknown origin. Another natter, iff you are using one publ. ref.
out of many, I should think it should usually be the most recent,

(1970)

S r

for \ \

7. p.509,
D.S09. S
23. rather
rather than
than BCH
RP.H of
nf 1952,
loco
_.
..
BPM0G3NH2, xatiujx BAD 27,
B 23,
since
the

earlier mention is nothing special and ia in fact cited in the later, I have

not yet written to Princeton about this project, having been preoccupied by
visitors as well as the Faraphylian article.

Yours, with many thank for thenfine book.

{fcnueafc-1

II
•

All Souls College,
Oxford
0X1 4AL

Telephone 22251

31 January 1973
i

Dear Virginia,
SThank yoir for your letter.

/2/^A'^ 1^''' (^)

^

Alexandria.

The paragraph seems OK to me.

The book is called Ptolemaic

Albxandria, and its publication date is 1972. I hope by this time that a copy will

have reached you, and that if it is the wrong one (as may be the case) you will event
ually receive the right onel

(ii)

Personal names. We had yoirr letter in front of us at our Committee meeting

yesterday, and I must first and foremost tell you how pleased the members were to hear
that we were in correspondence about your lists. We thought that, assuming that the

Agora-authorities had no objection to the material being embodied in advance in a longterm project, it would probably be most economical of time, now and in the future, if
we sent one of research-assistants, probably Miss Sherwin-White, whom you know, I think

from her enquiries about Coan handles, to Athens to make the necessaoy entries to our '

system of entry. She woiold then be able to clear up uncertainities on the spot, whereas
if the entries were made for us by Maria, or anybody else, there would inevitably be
—-.I—much more filling-in to be done by correspondence. Of course, she would naturally
to be introduced to the material, to be able to call on someone for help over

difficulties, and it was in connection with that supervisory role that I spoke in my

previous letter of an honararium.

I have followed your advice, and had slips made out for two names,
and
which occur on anphora-handles, and I enclose copies of the slips (which are
incoiqjlete,as they do not include the literary reference). As you will see, the size

of the entry for the name as it occurs on stanps is confined to a sinple entry preceded

by 3X1 asterisk indicating that it is a "multiple-entry", the reference given standino^

(probably) for many. You will see that the basic method of entry is by the proven^e
of the document. I wovild be very glad indeed to have any comments you may like to mak
on the arrangement of the slips, and their applicability to your own files.
^

^2^.01'
-

2

-

If we aore able to proceed on these lines, it would be entirely up to you to
decide when otir research-assistant should come to Athens. 1 would prefer this year
to next - say at about the opening of the new session of our School in October but 1 would like the decision to be yours.

Sorry about the under-postage.

Our porters are a little erratic at tines.

Yours ever,

•

^3'0(

Vi
>, 'i-- •

•

•

' U

January 16, 1973
U"

Dear Peter,

fA^

iJa

yours of January 10, and for your generosity in pending me

copy of your book on Alexandria.

Ae no copies that X know of have yet reached Athens® I -would still like

some help with my reference, so as to get it more or less right in the manuscript,

(Vill you then teXl me if the following revised text corresponds with

actuality:

Little evidence for

trade is afforded by the numbers (very few, as we have seen) of stamped handles
from the various sites, with the single exception of Alexandria.

The Pamphylian

ooGSiderod

handles found in that city are mndcAxasmii by P. 11. Fraser in his chapter on its
his

commercial relations, see Alexandria (1972), pp. 172-173.

You see that I am not sure what is your ftotcal title, or date of publication,
1 should think it would be proper to oite your book just for the reason that there
is this long chapter on trade, in ^riiioh the Pamphylian presence can be seen in
perspective.

For the Lexicon, and your letter of Jan. 2. It would be a pity not to add

our names to it. On the other hand, our unpublished naTnss are not druokfertlg

(otherwise they would be in print) nor can they be made so
cation.

hoc for your publi

Aould you be content to take them with that understanding?

I would not myself be free to do the job you will need from our records,

to do more than a little suiAllihiwa.teirfciAatfdskliblopnMoiilb* kdtli fhTlBofttftaa

poolakou (n., S.rv.tlMio„) SM

JJT

95.
-

8

-

Institute in ayear or so, because their Ford Foundation money seems to be ooralnj^
So then she would bo relatively free.
to an end. • I showed her your letter, suid she thought the oantributicsi of our
names was "sQmething we should do."

I think it would be a good idea for you to suggest what sort of entries you
I

had in mind, so we could tell more whether it could be managed.

I suggest you

pick several naraee of different classes out of our Delos chapter, and send me
some proposed entries for those names.

Frotend the Delos publication itself does

not exist - as for the majority of names thera is no publication roforenoe so

definitive. How is the name to be documented?

..ill it be enough just to day

"iVilivIAAZ, hh. ap." ? i.e. as in the index of our article.

Or to put in B(nns

inventory numbers?

If you think the work you need is something /%ria could do, then wo would

check with Homer and Leslie to see if they objected to the names being taken frcm
unpublished Af;ora material.

finished work?

Fresumably the Agoira would get a copy of the

For Maria (or whoever does it), 1 am not sure w lat you had in

midd as an "fconbrarium", bat it would amount to a salary, 1 suppose.
ilverybody looks forward to your lexicon, and 1 am deloghted that it is
already under way.

•Y f

••V

lours,

9, or. ^3
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2nd January 1973

Dear Virginia,
Lexicon of Greek Personal Names

You may remember my mentioning this project

to you briefly in Athens in 1971. The project is financed by
the British Academy, and classed by themaaiaaii as a 'Major
Research Project'; it is administered by a Committee of

which I am Chairman.

It is now well under way with an

adequate staff, and I am anxious to move ahead with it over
as wide a field as possible in 1973.

In this connection your file of names on amphora-

handles is naturally uppermost in my mind. When we dis
cussed this in a very preliminary way, you thought that you
might eventually be able to make your material available to
us for absorption in the Lexicon. I wonder whether you
would still consider this a possible operation; if so, we could
in due course discuss ways and means. I need not say that

it would be an enormous advantage to have the material on your
files, as opposed to that which is available only in published
form. It would in the first place obviously involve you or some

one familiar with your files in a good deal of preparatory work
and the Committee would not expect you to undertake it without
an honorarium.

If I can interest you in pursuing this further, I will

write at greater length about our organization and pr^pwSS".
But for the present, I hope this will suffice.

Cont/. . .

-

2

-

I hope a copy of Ptolemaic Alexandria I sent you
has arrived or will arrive. I am very grateful for all the
help you gave me over so many years.
With best wishes for 1973.
Yours ever.
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